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ABSTRACT

Environmental Control of Charge Transport through Single-Molecule Junctions

Brian Capozzi

Metal-molecule-metal junctions have become a widely used test-bed for the study of nanoscale electronic phenomena. Single-molecule junctions in particular have provided a deeper understanding of charge transport across interfaces, and single-molecule electronic components have been proposed as a successor for silicon technology. This thesis presents an experimental approach for controlling the electronic properties of single-molecule junctions by manipulating the environment about the junction. With this tunable functionality, we are able to demonstrate single-molecule variants of transistors and diodes.

We begin our work by probing charge transport through single-oligomers of commonly used molecules in organic electronic devices. We focus on these systems due to their narrow band gaps, giving them the potential for exhibiting high molecular conductances. Single-molecule junctions are formed using the Scanning Tunneling Microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) technique. We first consider a family of oligothiophenes, ranging in length from 1 to 6 units. We find that this family of molecules exhibits an anomalous conductance decay with molecular length; this is mainly due to conformational effects. These conformational effects also result in very broad conductance distributions, further preventing oligothiophenes from being useful in molecular electronic devices. However, we find that thiophene dioxides are particularly well-suited for single-molecule devices, primarily due to exceptionally narrow band gaps. Oligothiophene dioxides also constitute a unique system where the dominant conductance orbital changes with molecular length. Specifically, we find that the shorter oligomers have transport dominated by the highest occupied molecular orbital (hole-type transport), but longer oligomers have transport dominated by the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (electron-type transport).
We next demonstrate a method for gating single-molecule junctions. In order to overcome the difficulty of lithographically defining a gate electrode in close enough proximity to the molecular junction so that the gate voltage impacts the electrostatics of the junction, we turn to measurements in electrolytic solutions. Ions in these solutions form compact layers of charge at metal surfaces, and these electric double layers can be controlled by the gate electrode; such electrolytic gating results in high gating efficiencies. Using this technique, we show that we are able to continuously modulate the conductance of non-redox active molecular junctions.

Using ionic environments, we next develop a new technique for creating a single-molecule diode. Performing break junction measurements in electrolytic solutions without the presence of a gate electrode, we show that we still have control of the junction’s electrostatic environment. In particular, if the source and drain electrodes are of considerably different areas, we find that we asymmetrically control this environment. Using this technique, we demonstrate single-molecule diodes created from otherwise symmetric molecular junctions. Combining this with measurements on thiophene dioxide oligomers, we show single-molecule diodes with the highest reported rectification ratios to date. This technique has the potential for application in nano-scale systems beyond single-molecule junctions. These results constitute another step toward the development of single-molecule devices with commercial applications.

Finally, the methods presented in this thesis offer further insights into the electronic structure of molecular junctions. We show that we can assess energy-level alignment at metal molecule interfaces—this alignment is a crucial parameter controlling the properties of the interface. We also demonstrate that we can probe large regions (2eV) of the transmission function which governs charge transport through the junction. By being able to control level alignment, we are also able to offer preliminary studies on single-molecule junctions in the resonant transport regime. Combined, the results presented in this thesis grant new insights into electron transport at the nanoscale and provide new routes for the development of functional single-molecule devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Creating a commercially viable single-molecule circuit is a tantalizing dream for nanoscientists. This has been largely fueled by Aviram and Ratner, who, in 1974, proposed a design scheme for realizing a molecular diode. The initial draw of such an idea, of course, was the promise of electronic devices operating at an extraordinarily small scale. A molecule, a bound group of atoms, currently stands as the smallest component of matter which can be designed and synthesized with particular properties in mind. Given the exceedingly large number of small molecules which can be created, achieving such single-molecule devices would therefore provide what may well be the ultimate in functional device miniaturization. The field of molecular electronics has thus come to stand at the intersection of physics and chemistry, coupling physical understandings of charge transport processes with chemical knowledge and creative synthetic strategies for imbuing molecules with desirable functionality. Significant collaborative efforts have yielded demonstrations of single-molecule analogues of various conventional circuit elements including wires and resistors, switches, memory elements, diodes, and transistors. Manipulating matter at such a small scale is truly an astonishing feat.

Yet, despite all of these advances, no single-molecule based technology has emerged as a viable alternative or successor to current silicon technology. Instead, efforts to create molecular devices have highlighted the ability of a single-molecule junction— a molecule bridging two electrodes— to serve as a remarkably versatile system for studying nanoscale physical phenomena. Indeed, metal-molecule-metal junctions have been used to investigate...
quantum mechanical behavior such as tunneling and interference \[20,22\] along with more exotic many-body electron interactions including Coulomb blockade \[23,25\] and Kondo effects \[23,26,29\]. Single-molecule junctions also serve as a simple system with which to investigate interfacial electronic structures. As the interface typically controls a device’s properties \[30\], a deeper understanding of electronic and mechanical interactions at metal-molecule interfaces is critical for developing next generation technology, even if this technology is not ultimately based on single-molecules.

This thesis seeks to develop new techniques with which to create single-molecule circuit elements and to use these methods to further understand the electronic structure of metal-molecule-metal junctions. In particular, I look to manipulate the electrostatic environment surrounding a molecular junction in order to modulate charge transport through the junction. The methods established in this thesis also provide access to information regarding energy-level alignment in molecular junctions. In the remainder of this chapter, I present a brief overview of the experimental procedures used to create and measure the conductance of single-molecule junctions, and I provide a brief overview of the theory of current flow through these devices. I also describe the nature of electric double layers which arise at the interface of a metal in contact with a solution, as these provide a means by which to control the electrostatic environment of a molecular junction.

1.1 Anatomy of a Single-Molecule Junction

Conceptually, a single-molecule junction consists of a molecule of interest and electrodes which allow current to be driven through the molecule. The molecular backbone is designed such that it can impart some functionality and the electrodes are typically of some noble metal, for instance, gold. Molecules are then terminated with linker groups; these serve as chemical alligator clips which can connect the molecular backbone to the electrodes via donor-acceptor interactions \[31\], covalent bonds \[2,32\], or less specific van der Waals interactions \[9\] (Fig. 1.1). Despite this apparent simplicity, successfully wiring up a nanometer-sized object to macroscopic leads is a challenge. Well developed lithographic techniques are unable to reliably define a gap on the order of a nanometer. Instead, tech-
niques relying on electromigration \cite{16,33,34} and break-junction methods \cite{2,27,35,36} have become the standard for creating molecular junctions.

![Schematic of a single-molecule junction.](image)

**Figure 1.1:** *Schematic of a single-molecule junction.* Single-molecule circuit with gold electrodes, molecular backbone, and link-groups highlighted

Break junction techniques in particular have risen to prominence in the molecular electronics community. \cite{2,27,35,38} Here, a metal-molecule-metal junction is created by pulling apart a thin metal junction in the presence of a target molecule. As the junction is broken, a sub-nanometer gap is formed between the electrodes; this is sufficient to accommodate a small molecule. The benefits of this method are numerous. Molecular junctions can be rapidly and reproducibly formed, a crucial requirement for studying single-molecule transport due to the sensitive nature of molecular conductance on the details of junction structure. Measurements can be performed under ambient conditions, removing the complications of working under vacuum and at low temperatures. Break junction methods are also readily modified to allow the additional study of forces \cite{39,40}, thermoelectric properties \cite{41,43}, magnetic properties \cite{28,44}, and optical properties \cite{45}.

In this thesis, measurements presented have been acquired using the scanning tunneling microscope variant of the break junction (STM-BJ) technique with gold electrodes (Fig. 1.2). \cite{2,36} Here, a mechanically cut gold tip is repeatedly driven into and out of contact with a gold substrate by a piezoelectric actuator. As the tip is retracted, the gold structure which has formed is thinned down, ultimately to a point contact, where only two gold atoms are in contact with each other. Further pulling ruptures this point contact, yielding the necessary sub-nanometer gap discussed above. In order to form molecular junctions, the
process is carried out in a solution containing molecules of interest. Once the point contact ruptures, a molecule with aurophilic binding groups can bridge the gap and its conductance can be measured. The process is then repeated thousands of times in order to obtain a statistically significant amount of data to characterize the conductance properties of the molecular junction.

Figure 1.2: Break junction process. Schematic representation of the break junction process. An atomically sharp gold tip (a) is driven into contact with a gold substrate (b). The tip is retracted, thinning the junction down to a point contact (c). Upon subsequent pulling, the point contact is ruptured and a molecule can bridge the gap (d)

1.2 Basic Data Collection and Analysis

With the STM-BJ method, current ($I$) through and voltage ($V$) across the junction are measured as a function of time while the electrodes are pulled apart at a constant speed. Conductance ($G = I/V$) can then be plotted as a function of pulling distance (Fig. 1.3a). The conductance versus displacement traces show a step-wise decrease in conductance, with conductance plateaus occurring at roughly integer multiples of the quantum of conductance, $G_0 = 2e^2/h$ (77.5µS). Typically, the last of these conductance plateaus occurs at $1G_0$, corresponding to the formation of a gold single-atom contact. Once this point contact is ruptured, the measured conductance drops either to instrumental noise or to through-space tunneling current between the two electrodes. The data is then analyzed by compiling thousands of conductance vs displacement traces into a one-dimensional histogram. This histogram can be created either by linearly binning (all bins have a constant size) or by
logarithmically binning (number of bins between each order of magnitude is constant) the conductance axis. Frequently observed steps in the conductance traces manifest as peaks in the conductance histogram; for clean gold without the presence of a molecule, peaks are observed at approximately 1, 2 and $3G_0$ [47–49], and a tunneling background is observed at lower conductance (see Figs 1.3b,c for linearly- and log-binned conductance histograms, respectively).

Figure 1.3: Sample conductance data from break junction technique. (a) Sample conductance versus displacement traces for clean gold (gold colored traces) and for measurements in the presence of a molecule (blue traces). (b) Logarithmically binned conductance histograms for clean gold data (gold colored curve) and data taken in the presence of a molecule (blue curve). The arrow indicates the peak position, and therefore the most probably measured molecular conductance. (c) Same data as in (b), but now compiled into linearly binned conductance histograms. (d) Two-dimensional conductance versus displacement histogram, showing a molecular feature extending to roughly 0.4nm.
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After a molecular solution has been added, conductance versus displacement traces now contain additional features above the noise floor once the point contact has been ruptured (Fig 1.3a, blue traces). When histograms are now constructed, there is an additional peak visible that is associated with the formation of metal-molecule-metal junctions (blue curves, Figs 1.3b,c). These conductance peaks are generally well fit by a Lorentzian (in the case of linearly binned histograms) [36] or by a Gaussian (in the case of logarithmically binned histograms) [50]. The peak position of the fit is then taken as the most probably measured conductance of the molecular junction. The width of the fit (and therefore, of the conductance histogram) stems from various factors, such as sampling different molecular conformations [36,51,52], changes in the metal-molecule binding geometry [53], and exploring locally different environmental factors on a junction to junction basis [54].

Two-dimensional conductance versus displacement histograms can also be created in order to preserve information associated with the elongation of the molecular junction. This process is done by aligning all traces at a common reference point. In Fig. 1.3d, traces are aligned just after the rupture of the gold point contact by defining the point at which the conductance traces reaches $0.5G_0$ as the zero of displacement. After alignment, the conductance and displacement axes are binned, and all traces are simply overlaid. The resulting two-dimensional (2D) histogram has a molecular conductance plateau, and the length of this feature, the "step-length", is related to the length of the molecule being measured.

1.3 Charge Transport through a Molecular Junction

In bulk systems, current flow proceeds via diffusive transport where resistance arises due to electron scattering events. [55] At the single-molecule level, however, we must consider the wave nature of electrons. The leads, which are metals, have electrons occupying energy levels up to the Fermi level, $E_F$. The molecule, in isolation, has discrete molecular orbitals that arise from hybridization of its constituent atomic orbitals. For the purposes of this discussion, we shall only consider the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), as these are generally the orbitals most
relevant for charge transport (Fig. 1.4). Once the molecule is bound in the junction, its molecular orbitals hybridize further and broaden upon interacting with the leads. This broadening results in a molecular density of states at $E_F$, and under bias, current flow will proceed as electrons are incident on the molecular junction.

Due to the mismatch in energies of the incident electrons and the molecular orbitals, some fraction of the incident electrons, $r$, will be reflected, while the complementary fraction, $1 - r$ will be transmitted. The electrons that are transmitted constitute the measured current. This process can be understood using a formalism developed Rolf Landauer in which conduction through a low dimensional system is treated as the above described transmission problem. It can be shown that the current, $I$, transmitted through a molecular junction is given by:

$$I = \frac{2e^2}{\hbar} \int_{-eV/2}^{eV/2} \left(f(E, \mu_L) - f(E, \mu_R)\right) T(E) dE$$

Here, $e$ is the charge on an electron, $\hbar$ is Planck’s constant, $V$ is the applied voltage, $f(E, \mu_{L,R})$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution for the left(right) lead, and $T(E)$ is the energy dependent transmission function for the molecular junction. A transmission function (Fig. 1.4b) details the probability that an incident electron, of a given energy $E$, is transmitted through the molecular junction. If the electron energy is equivalent to one of the molecular orbitals, the electron is resonantly transmitted through the junction (i.e. with probabil-
ity one). Otherwise, the transmission probability is substantially less. The transmission function can be calculated using a non-equilibrium Greens function formalism, \[55\] where transmission is then defined as:

\[ T(E) = \text{Tr}(\Gamma_L G^\dagger(E) \Gamma_R G(E)) \]

Here, \(\Gamma_{L,R}\) are coupling matrices which couple the molecular "device" to the leads, and \(G\) and \(G^\dagger\) are the retarded and advanced Green's functions for the molecular "device".

While transmission functions can be calculated using state-of-the-art ab-initio methods (i.e. DFT + \(\Sigma\)) \[59, 60\], a single-Lorentzian is often a reasonable approximation for transmission through a system which has conductance dominated by only a single molecular orbital:

\[ T(E) = \frac{\Gamma^2/4}{(E - \epsilon)^2 + \Gamma^2/4} \]

where \(\epsilon\) is the position of the molecular orbital relative to the electrode Fermi level, \(E_F\), and \(\Gamma\) is the coupling of that orbital to the electrode (Fig. 1.4c). A slightly more involved method for modeling transmission via a tight-binding formalism can be found in Section 2.2.5.

### 1.4 The Electric Double Layer

Typically, single-molecule measurements using the STM-BJ are carried out in non-polar solvents. We now turn to measurements carried out in polar media capable of supporting ionic species. To understand how this will impact the charge transport through a molecular junction, we shall first consider what happens when a metal surface is placed in contact with an ion-containing solution. In solid state physics, it is well known that when two solids are placed in contact, be they metals or insulators, charge transfer occurs between the two materials until their electrochemical potentials are equilibrated. \[61\] This charge transfer yields a large electric field at the interface, which opposes the transfer of any additional charge. This same process occurs when a solid is placed in contact with a solution, except a redox couple in the liquid contact will serve as the acceptor or donator of charge. \[62\] Again, the difference in electrochemical potentials of the two phases will dictate the direction and
quantity of charge transfer. Ions in solution will now be the carrier of charge in the liquid medium, while electrons in the solid act as the charge carriers. This charge separation at the interface occurs over a very small distance, on the order of a nanometer, and therefore very large electric fields can develop in this region.

When a charged metal electrode is placed in contact with an ion-containing solution, a compact layer of charge is formed at the interface as ions of like charge are repelled away and ions of similar charge are attracted to the surface. This interfacial charge layer is known as an electric double layer, and its detailed composition is generally quite complicated (Fig. 1.5a). The metal side of the interface contains excess charge on the surface. The charge layer on the solution side of the interface can be thought of as having two components. The first is a strongly associated layer of ions (known as the Helmholtz layer) which behaves very much as one plate of a parallel plate capacitor and is on the order of only nanometer in width. This layer is not sufficient to fully screen out the electric field due to charges on the metal, primarily due to the large size of ions and their associated solvation shells relative to the electron size. Therefore a second, more loosely associated layer of ions, known as the diffuse layer, develops beyond the Helmholtz layer and extends further out into solution. Together, these two layers screen the electric field due to the charges present on the metal, and bulk solution essentially sees no electric field.

The immense electric fields developed in electric double layers can cause electrochemical reactions to take place. By applying a voltage to the electrode of interest (the working electrode), the Fermi level of the electrode is shifted relative to the molecular orbitals of the redox couple; in this fashion, when a molecular orbital is brought into (or close) to resonance with the electrode Fermi level, charge transfer can occur (Fig. 1.5b). These charge transfer reactions, known as Faradaic processes, include oxidation, where an electron from an occupied molecular orbital is given up to the electrode, or reduction, where an electron from the electrode is taken up by an unoccupied molecular orbital. Voltammetric methods, such as cyclic voltammetry [64], are common electrochemical techniques used to measure such oxidation and/or reduction potentials. These quantities can then be related to the vacuum level, thereby giving an experimental means for determining the energies of molecular orbitals. [65] [66]
Electric double layers. (a) Adapted from reference [64]. Schematic of an electric double layer, depicting the Helmholtz and diffuse layers. Here, an excess of negative charge resides on the surface, and some anions have become specifically adsorbed. The layer of adsorbed ions and solvent molecules is known as the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP), and is at a potential $\phi_1$. The outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) is a rigid layer of ions with solvation shells, at a potential $\phi_2$. Beyond this is the less strongly associated diffuse layer. $\sigma^i$ and $\sigma^d$ represent the charge densities in the Helmholtz and diffuse layers, respectively. (b) Energy level diagrams for electrochemical charge transfer reactions. During reduction, the LUMO of the redox acceptor comes into resonance with the electrode Fermi level and an electron from the electrode can transfer to the acceptor. During oxidation, the HOMO of the redox donator comes into resonance with the electrode Fermi level and an electron from the HOMO can transfer to the electrode.

Electric double layers have been used in solid-state devices to create electrolyte field effect transistors (Fig. 1.6a). In these devices, traditional gate dielectrics such as silicon dioxide are replaced by an ionic medium (examples of which include electrolytic solutions, ionic liquids, and polymer electrolytes). This is an appealing strategy because electric double layers typically have extremely high capacitances, dramatically increasing the coupling between semiconductor (organic or inorganic) and gate electrode. This yields devices with very high gate efficiencies since almost all of the applied gate voltage is dropped
at the electric double layer, and therefore it directly impacts the semiconductor (Fig. 1.6). The main drawback of electrolyte gated field effect transistors is their slower response time to an electric field, due to the large ion size relative to that of an electron.

Figure 1.6: Electrolyte field effect transistor. Adapted from reference 67 (a) Schematic of an electrolyte field effect transistor showing how the electric double layer is used to gate a semiconductor. (b) Adapted from reference 67 A comparison of a transistor made using a traditional oxide dielectric versus an electrolyte dielectric. The current versus gate potential for the electrolyte gated device shows significantly higher currents, and these currents arise at voltages that are two orders of magnitude lower than the operating voltages of the oxide gated device.

1.4.1 Measurements in an Ionic Medium

The large electric fields developed in electric double layers can be used to impact charge transport through a molecular junction. However, current flow due to both faradaic and non-faradaic processes (capacitive processes as the double layer is charged/discharged with bias) can often be greater than the current flowing through the molecular junction. Therefore, performing break junction measurements in ionic media poses an additional challenge.

Fortunately, both components of the electrochemical contributions to the current are proportional to electrode area. Therefore, drastically reducing the area of one of the electrodes exposed to solution can substantially reduce the background currents and enable these measurements. We choose to reduce the area of the tip electrode by insulating it using a chemically inert material: Apiezon wax. Tip insulation is fairly straightforward. A copper plate with a slit is heated, and Apiezon wax is melted over the slit (see Fig. 1.7).
A mechanically cut gold tip is then driven through the slit. Surface tension causes a small portion of the tip to remain exposed; this allows us to still carry out break junction measurements with the insulated probe. We find that the insulation procedure typically yields a tip with approximately $1 \mu m^2$ of gold exposed. This small area reduces the background electrochemical currents and enables break junction measurements in polar and ionic media.

**Figure 1.7: Procedure for insulating tips.** Adapted from reference [70]. A mechanically cut gold tip is driven through a slit on a heated copper plate. Apiezon wax is melted over the slit. If the wax is too cool, no gold is exposed, as in a. If the wax is too warm, too much gold is exposed, as in c.

### 1.5 Thesis Outline

The focus of the remainder of this thesis will be on controlling charge transport through a single-molecule junction by taking advantage of the environment about junction. We will accomplish this by leveraging the interfacial electric double layers which form about the molecular junction when measurements are performed in an ionic solution. The large electric fields generated by these double layers will be used to modulate charge transport properties. With this, we show that we are able to create single-molecule analogues of transistors and diodes, and we show that with these techniques we can quantitatively assess
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energy-level alignment at metal-molecule interfaces. An outline of the work presented in the remainder of this thesis follows:

Chapter 2 presents work characterizing the charge transport properties of two families of single-molecule junctions containing thiophenes and thiophene derivatives. In contrasting measurements of oligothiophenes and oligothiophene dioxides, we find that the latter are better suited for single-molecule devices due to increased planarity (and therefore, increased conjugation) and favorable energy level alignment. Due to their ubiquity throughout the organic electronics community, a better understanding of the electronic structure of thiophene-containing molecules at the single-molecule level may help lead toward better devices. We further find, using thermopower measurements, that the thiophene dioxide family is a unique system in which transport changes from being dominated by the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to being dominated by the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) as the length of the molecule is increased.

Chapter 3 describes our work using electrolyte gating to control charge transport through single-molecule junctions. By performing transport measurements in an ionic medium and incorporating a third gate electrode, we find that we are able to continuously modulate the conductance of molecular junctions containing non-redox active molecules. This finding demonstrates a single-molecule analogue of a conventional three-terminal device, a transistor, and enables us to investigate energy level alignment at the metal-molecule interface.

Chapter 4 details our efforts in creating a single-molecule diode which has its functionality imparted largely by its environment. This is again accomplished by taking advantage of transport measurements in an ionic medium, and the method enables us to create a diode using a symmetric molecule. Combining this technique with the thiophene dioxides characterized in Chapter 2, we demonstrate single-molecule diodes with very low operating voltages and having the highest reported on/off current ratios.

Chapter 5 uses the method presented in Chapter 4 as a means by which to probe the electronic characteristics of a single-molecule junction. Current flow through small molecule
junctions typically proceeds via non-resonant, coherent tunneling, and by performing measurements in an ionic medium, we find that we are able to map the probability that an electron is transmitted through the junction as a function of energy. This again serves as a simple method for assessing energy-level alignment at the metal-molecule interface. Using this, we further examine molecular junctions as we near the resonant transport regime.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the presented work and offers an outlook on future studies that can build upon the conclusions reached in this thesis.
Chapter 2

Single-Molecule Conductance Properties of Thiophene-based Oligomers

In this chapter, we characterize the single-molecule conductance properties of two families of thiophene derivatives: oligothiophenes and oligothiophene dioxides. Despite their prevalence in organic electronic devices, surprisingly few studies existed on their conductance properties at the single-molecule level. We find that, due to conformational effects, oligothiophenes are poor candidates for single-molecule devices. The aromatic properties and 5-fold symmetry of the thiophene unit leads to broad conductance distributions, which would make it difficult to create a reliable molecular device from this family. Oxidized thiophenes, on the other hand, are very good candidates. Oxidation of the thiophene unit breaks aromaticity, resulting in increased conjugation and rigidity of the oligomer backbone. This oxidation imparts the oligothiophene dioxide series with very advantageous electronic properties: a low decay constant, narrow conductance distributions, and favorable energy level alignment. The thiophene dioxide unit also has such a powerful impact on the LUMO that we find that the dominant conductance orbital for this family changes from the HOMO to the LUMO with increasing oligomer length.
2.1 Charge Transport Properties of Oligothiophenes

This section is based on the manuscript entitled *Length-Dependent Conductance of Oligothiophenes* by Brian Capozzi†, Emma J. Dell†, Timothy C. Berkelbach, David R. Reichman, Latha Venkataraman, and Luis M. Campos († indicates equal contributions). Synthetic procedures and material characterizations were carried out by Emma J. Dell of Prof. Luis M. Campos’ group. Modeling of experimental data was carried out by Timothy C. Berkelbach of Prof. David R. Reichman’s group. I performed break junction experiments and data analysis.

2.1.1 Abstract

We have measured the single-molecule conductance of a family of oligothiophenes comprising one to six thiophene moieties terminated with methyl-sulfide linkers using the scanning tunneling microscope based break-junction technique. We find an anomalous behavior: the peak of the conductance histogram distribution does not follow a clear exponential decay with increasing number of thiophene units in the chain. The electronic properties of the materials were characterized by optical spectroscopy and electrochemistry to gain an understanding of the factors affecting the conductance of these molecules. We postulate that different conformers in the junction are a contributing factor to the anomalous trend in the observed conductance as a function of molecule length.

2.1.2 Introduction

Poly- and oligothiophenes are ubiquitous throughout organic electronic devices including photovoltaics and thin-film transistors. Poly- and oligothiophenes are ubiquitous throughout organic electronic devices including photovoltaics and thin-film transistors. This prevalence stems from their favorable chemical stability and synthetic versatility, together with outstanding optoelectronic properties. However, understanding the structural and electronic building blocks from oligomers to polymers that specifically contribute to their overall performance remains a challenge. There is a need to enlarge the set of characterization tools in order to enable the detailed understanding of the structure-property relationship of organic semiconductors. Recently, Briseño and co-workers demonstrated the effect of conjugation on
bulk conduction properties, while Smith and co-workers studied solid-state thermal properties. Oligothiophenes (OTs) have received little attention in the realm of single-molecule studies. While a small number of research groups have demonstrated that oligothiophenes are conducting, a thorough investigation of the relationship between molecular structure and conductance is lacking in these systems, and the idea of using single-molecule studies as a tool for characterizing the building blocks that constitute macromolecules remains in its infancy. Here, we probe the electronic characteristics of a series of bare OTs, which contain gold-binding linkers directly on the thiophene moieties, by measuring their conductance in metal-molecule-metal junctions. In this work, we uncover an unusual length-dependent conductance for the oligothiophenes, and we focus on understanding the unexpectedly high conductance of quaterthiophene. We demonstrate how these single-molecule measurements can reveal unexpected electronic structure features of the molecules that are not observed in bulk measurements and we describe our efforts to probe the origin of this unusual conductance trend.

To our knowledge, the most fundamental and needed study of the single molecule conductance length dependence of OTs has not been carried out. In particular, previous studies of OTs contained gold-binding linkers separated by aliphatic units or functional groups along the backbone, which can affect conformation and electronic properties. Tada and coworkers have probed the conductance of long oligothiophene molecular wires, surrounded by alkylsilyl groups, starting at five repeat units, and have recently synthesized wires completely encapsulated by fluorine units. Tao and coworkers compared the conductance properties of ter- and quaterthiophene analogs. They demonstrated, as we also observe, that the latter shows a higher conductance, and they attribute this to its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level being better aligned with the Fermi level of gold. Motivated by this result, and keeping in mind that the reduced symmetry of thiophenes leads to a broad distribution in conductance histograms, we have carried out a thorough evaluation of the family of OTs to shed light on this anomalous behavior.
2.1.3 Results and Discussion

2.1.3.1 Conductance Measurements

In order to probe charge transport through oligothiophenes and understand how transport scales with length, we synthesized a family of compounds containing one to six thiophene units with gold-binding methyl sulfide end groups—the most fundamental family in its class to be studied in single molecule junctions (Figure 2.1a). The molecules were synthesized by palladium catalyzed cross-coupling chemistries [85, 86] and fully characterized by standard techniques.

![Figure 2.1: Single-molecule conductance traces for the oligothiophene family (a) Schematic of the scanning tunneling microscope break-junction (STM-BJ) technique used to measure the conductance of oligothiophenes. (b) Sample STM-BJ conductance traces for T1 - T6 carried out under a bias voltage of 90 mV for T2, 220 mV for T3-T5, and 500 mV for T6. Note: T5 and T6 have hexyl chains for solubility, which are omitted here for clarity.](image)

The scanning tunneling microscope break-junction (STM-BJ) technique was used to measure the conductance of T1-T6. [2, 36] Single-molecule junctions are formed by repeatedly driving a gold tip into and out of contact with a gold-coated mica substrate; as the tip is retracted, an atomic point contact is formed and subsequently broken, creating a gap small enough to accommodate a gold-binding molecule. The measurements are carried
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out in solution of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB, 10 µM 1 mM concentration), at ambient conditions. Additionally, other solvents were used to study and confirm that the conductance traces correspond to individual molecules, and the results will be described below. We collected thousands of traces (conductance vs. displacement) that exhibit plateaus at integer multiples of the quantum of conductance, \( G_0 \) \( (2e^2/h) \), in addition to a plateau-like feature at below 1 \( G_0 \) that is attributed to the conductance of the molecule that bridges the ruptured gold point-contacts (Figure 2.1b). In general, the plateau length correlates with the length of the molecules present in solution. 

Compiling the thousands of single molecule conductance traces into logarithmically binned one-dimensional histograms yields a distribution of conductance values peaked at the most frequently measured conductance (Figure 2.2a). We note that linear-binned histograms show broad features where the peak value of conductance is not easily determined (Supplementary Information section, SI Figure 2.7). The width of the peaks indicates that conductance varies significantly from junction to junction and as a function of elongation. The breadth of the plots in Figure 2.2a can generally be attributed to the reduced symmetry of thiophenes as compared with oligophenyls, which has been previously observed in bithiophene. The conductance peak for each oligomer was fit with a Gaussian to determine the most probable conductance value, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.2a and SI Figure 2.8. These values are plotted against the distance, \( L \), between the S atoms of the methyl sulfide groups on each of the fully elongated oligothiophenes (Figure 2.2b).

Our results show an unusual conductance trend in Figure 2.2a: we do not see a clear exponential decrease of conductance with oligomer length, as would be expected for coherent tunneling. The shorter (T1-T3 and T5) fall on an exponential (i.e., \( G e^{-\beta L} \)) with a decay constant of 0.3 per Å, a value that is close to that of other conjugated systems. However, T4 appears to have a higher conductance than T3, and T6 has a conductance that is lower than would be expected from a simple exponential decay. This result is in contrast to measurements of alkanes or oligoenes, where the conductance of oligomers can be fit with a single exponential. Thus, understanding the nature of such unprecedented behavior could shed light on the factors that affect oligothiophene-based molecular junctions and can also explain the conjugation length observed in polymeric
versions of this molecule.

![Graph showing single-molecule conductance histograms and beta plot for the oligothiophene family.](image)

**Figure 2.2:** Single-molecule conductance histograms and beta plot for the oligothiophene family. (a) Log-binned conductance histograms of the oligothiophenes T1-T6 (100 bins/decade). (b) Plot of conductance as a function of the length of the molecules T1-T6. Conductance for T1-T3, T5 have a decay constant $\beta = 0.29$ per Å and T4 and T6 are clearly off this line. Error bars indicate variation in conductance peak position determined from successive measurements.

### 2.1.3.2 Origin of Anomalous Decay Constant

As discussed, a higher conductance for T4 as compared to T3 has also been observed before. Since this behavior was attributed to the HOMO of quaterthiophene being closer to the gold Fermi level than that of terthiophene, we have performed cyclic voltammetry (CV) and UV-vis absorption measurements on T2-T6 in order to determine the frontier energy levels of the oligomers (Figure 2.3). The HOMO was determined from the oxidation potential ($E_{ox}$) by CV, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) was deduced from $E_{ox}$ and the optical energy gap at the wavelength absorption onset from the UV-vis spectrum. We observe that the changes in the HOMO level as the number of thiophenes
increases are fairly small, indicating that the anomalously high conductance may not solely be due to changes in the energy level alignment of T4. In fact, T5 and T6 show almost the same oxidation potential as T4, which suggests that the HOMO does not get significantly closer to the Fermi level as the molecule length is increased. Had this been the trend that explains the anomaly, we would expect T5 and T6 to display conductance values similar to (or larger than) that of T4, contrary to what is seen experimentally.
Figure 2.3: *Energy level characterization of the oligothiophene family.* (a) Solution UV-vis absorption spectra of T2-T6 dissolved in DCM. (b) Cyclic voltammograms performed in dichloromethane (DCM) with Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 0.1M tetrabutyl ammonium hexafluorophosphate as the electrolyte and a scan rate of 50 mV/s for T2 to T6. Asterisks denote the position of the first oxidation potential for each molecule. (c) Optical gaps determined from UV-vis spectra placed relative to the HOMO obtained from the cyclic voltammetry following standard published methods. [66]
Further insight into this hypothesis can be obtained from a coherent tunneling model. Since these molecules conduct through the HOMO, we construct a simplified Hamiltonian describing an oligomeric molecule \((M)\) with \(N\) bridge sites, each representing the HOMO of a single thiophene unit \((N = 1-6\) for T1-T6) to elucidate the effect of increasing molecular length on the transmission characteristics (the linker gateway state is neglected for simplicity). The Hamiltonian also includes the coupling to the left \((L)\) and right \((R)\) gold electrodes. Specifically, we use \(H = H_L + H_R + H_M + H_{ML} + H_{MR}\), with:

\[
H_M = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \epsilon_H |n\rangle \langle n| + \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} t_H (|n\rangle \langle n+1|) + HC
\]

\[
H_L + H_R = \epsilon_s (|L\rangle \langle L| + |R\rangle \langle R|)
\]

\[
H_{ML} + H_{MR} = t_s (|1\rangle \langle L| + |N\rangle \langle R|) + HC
\]

where HC denotes the Hermitian conjugate of preceding terms. In the above equation, \(\epsilon_s\) is the gold s-orbital energy, \(t_s\) is the coupling between the molecule and the gold, \(\epsilon_H\) is the single-site HOMO energy, and \(t_H\) is the inter-site HOMO coupling. The model system is shown schematically in Figure 2.4a. The transmission coefficient, \(T(E)\), can be evaluated by standard Greens function techniques (see section 2.1.5 for details), accounting for hybridization with the electrodes via an imaginary constant self-energy, \(\Sigma = -i\Gamma/2(|L\rangle \langle L| + |R\rangle \langle R|)\).

Using reasonable approximations for the HOMO electronic coupling and the electrode hybridization (see Methods), we considered the effect of varying the offset between the HOMO site energies and the electrode Fermi energy. Through this procedure, we are simply seeking to identify a regime where we can observe an increased conductance for T4 compared to T3. When far from resonance, the transmission coefficient displays purely exponential behavior with the number of bridge sites, as typically observed.\[32,89\] By raising the HOMO site energy, one can realize a situation whereby the transmission decays for T1-T3, but increases for T4, as observed experimentally (Figure 2.4b). The parameters required for this behavior also qualitatively reproduce the gating dependence observed by Tao and co-workers for T3 and T4 (Figure 2.4c). However, this resonance effect persists for
T5 and even more so for T6, predicting a continued increase in the conductance, contrary to what is seen experimentally. This behavior can be understood by tracking the molecules HOMO energy $E_H$ (not to be confused with $\epsilon_H$) as a function of length, which demonstrates the increased resonance for T5 and T6 (Figure 2.4d). The evolution of the molecular HOMO energy is seen to be in good agreement with the CV results (Figure 2.3c). However, the lack of agreement between the measured and predicted conductance trends for T3-T6 indicate that in a molecular junction, the HOMO is not getting significantly closer to $E_F$. Thus transport in these systems is due to a far off-resonance tunneling mechanism. In this regime, small changes in the location of $E_H$ relative to $E_F$ have a negligible impact on the trend in conductance as a function of molecular length. The simple model presented here fails to explain the data, confirming our proposition that the experimental behavior is not due to enhanced resonance effects.
Figure 2.4: Tightbinding model for transport through oligothiophene family. (a) Schematic of the tunneling model employed for transport calculations. (b) Calculated low-bias transmission, showing qualitatively correct behavior for T1-T4, but not T5 and T6. (c) Calculated gating dependence of the transmission for T3 and T4. (d) Difference in energy between the molecular HOMO and the Fermi energy of the gold electrodes.

A second possible explanation for the non-exponential decay in conductance seen here could be due to a water gating effect. Recent studies show that water solvation shells around the backbone of a molecule can change transport resonances and therefore increase conductance; this effect was found to be particularly strong for long molecules. To investigate whether the high conductance observed for T4 is a result of such a gating effect, we measure the conductance of T4 in an argon environment. We find that the conductance of T4 in argon is slightly higher than that in air (SI Figure 2.9), but within the width of the histograms. Therefore, water gating cannot explain the higher conductance of T4 compared to T3 that we observe in our measurements.
It has been postulated that oligothiophenes may form π-aggregates in solution, and Tada and co-workers have synthesized oligomers bearing groups that can hinder such aggregation. [83] However, OTs are known to pack in a herringbone structure in the solid-state, and such a packing would not enhance the conductance of molecular junctions. [96–98] Nonetheless, we investigated whether the molecules formed aggregates in solution by studying the temperature, concentration, and solvent dependence on their UV-vis absorption spectra. Solutions of the oligothiophenes in TCB (the solvent used for the conductance measurements) were cooled from 55°C to 17°C (Figure 2.5a and SI Figure 2.10). During cooling, we saw no change (bathochromic or hypsochromic) in the onset of absorption of the oligothiophenes. Solutions of aggregates typically show reductions in their extinction coefficients and blue shifts on the order of 50 nm upon cooling. [99–102] Thus our spectra are indicative of free molecules in solution. Changes in concentration should also affect the spectra of aggregates. We varied the concentration of oligothiophene in TCB and again saw no change in the positions of the onset of absorption or $\lambda_{max}$ (Figure 2.5b). Molecules prone to aggregation display different behavior in good and poor solvents. When the solvent is varied, we note only a slight change in the onset of absorption and $\lambda_{max}$ from the non-polar tetradecane (C14) to the slightly polar DCB (Figure 2.5c). However these changes, on the order of 5-10 nm, are minor compared to those of 50-70 nm reported as evidence of oligothiophene aggregates in solution. [20a] Furthermore, there is no change in the shape of the absorption curve, even across a wide range of solvents (SI Figure 2.11), and these curves are typical for fully dissolved oligothiophenes. We also measured the conductance of T4 in various solvents and at various concentrations and saw no difference in the width of the histograms (Figure 2.5d and SI Figure 2.12). Thus, we can rule out the possibility that π-stacked aggregates are formed in the junction, and we cannot attribute the unusual decay trend to the sampling of multiple molecules or aggregates in the junction.
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Figure 2.5: Aggregation studies of the oligothiophene family. (a) UV-vis absorption data taken in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) for T4 at temperatures from 17°C to 55°C. (b) UV-vis absorption data taken in TCB for T5 at different concentrations, normalized to allow comparison of the onset of absorption. (c) UV-vis absorption data of T4 taken in different solvents. (d) Conductance histograms for T4 in three solvents: tetradecane (C14), 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB), and 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB).

Having ruled out HOMO-Fermi level resonance, water gating, and aggregation as explanations for the high conductance of T4, we further analyzed two-dimensional (2D) conductance histograms to extract information on the length dependent behavior, which can correlate to conformational changes, on the conductance of the oligothiophene family. Since the length of the thiophene in the junction can depend on the orientation of the thiophene units relative to each other, we constructed 2D conductance-displacement histograms, without data selection to understand how the molecular conductance evolves with junction elongation. Figure 6a shows these 2D histograms for T3, T4 and T5 (others are shown in SI Figure 2.13). In these plots, we see a conductance feature that extends to longer displacements with increasing number of thiophene units (SI Figure 2.14). This indicates that the conductance plateau length in individual traces scales with the molecular length.
of the backbone, as has been found in other STM-BJ experiments. These results thus provide additional conclusive evidence that stable molecular junctions are formed with these oligothiophenes. Furthermore, a detailed comparison of the 2D histograms for T3 and T4 (Fig 2.6a) indicate that the conductance of T4 is high for small displacements (relative to the point where the Au contact breaks). It is possible that for T4, the π-system couples directly to the gold electrodes at small electrode separation, enhancing conductance, though it is not clear why T5 does not show a similar effect. The 2D histograms also show that the conductance of a fully elongated T4 junction is comparable to that of a T3 junction.

To isolate and analyze the data of fully extended junctions, we determined the conductance from a subset of the two-dimensional histograms within a 0.5 nm window demarcated by the dashed lines in Figure 6a. We integrated all counts within this window to generate a conductance profile (shown in the last panel of Figure 6a) and fit a Gaussian to determine a peak conductance value. These values are plotted against molecular length in Figure 2.6b, which is fit to a single decay with $\beta = 0.4$ per Å. However, we again see that T4 lies above the line and T6 below. Furthermore, $\beta$ has diminished, indicating that fully extended junctions have a larger decay constants. This difference indicates strongly that the larger number of conformations that can be sampled in a fully elongated junction decreases the overall conjugation length in these oligothiophenes. Note that the decay constants determined here for T1-T3 are also different from that found by Yamada et al. (0.1 per Å), however, their measurements were for alkylsilylamino-substituted oligomers of 8 or more units where conductance could be through a hopping mechanism. Therefore, we see that this conductance trend is not entirely due to trapping molecular conformations that have shorter overall lengths.
Figure 2.6: The influence of conformational effects on oligothiophene conductance.  
(a) Two-dimensional (2D) conductance histograms of T3, T4 and T5, along with the respective conductance profiles (last panel) generated from the indicated 0.5nm windows.  
(b) Plot of the conductance obtained from the 2D plot for a fully elongated junction (demarcated by the dashed lines in Figure (a)) as a function of the length of the molecules T1T6. A line fit through the entire data set gives a decay constant $\beta = 0.4$ per Å.  
(c) Illustration of the hindered T3 rotation in a junction and the length increase (left) compared to the lower energy rotation and length conservation in T4 (right).
We now turn to discuss the conformational effects in these molecular junctions, which have been previously shown to play an important role when comparing bithiophene to biphenylene conductance trends focusing on the difference between T3 and T4. \cite{52} When chains of five-membered rings are bound in a junction their rotational freedom is restricted; this effect is more pronounced for T3 than T4. If a T3 molecule enters the junction in a twisted conformation, it is unable to rotate to a more conjugated, planar form, both due to the high degree of rotational strain and the increase in overall molecular length which would result in the junction rupturing, as illustrated in Figure 2.6c. In contrast, if a T4 molecule enters the junction in a twisted conformation, rotation to the more planar form is possible. A simultaneous rotation of the middle two rings does not change the end-end length significantly, avoiding junction rupturing, thus leading to planar conjugated structures more feasibly than when compared with T3 (Figure 2.6c). Such a difference could explain the higher conductance observed for T4 when compared to T3 as well as the narrower conductance histogram (Figure 2.2a). Extending this argument to T5 and T6, one might expect an even narrower distribution in conductance than for T4. However, the extra thiophene units now yield multiple rotational degrees of freedom which add extra disorder to the system, and thus the conductance distribution becomes quite broad again. Furthermore, the two hexyl groups on the T6 might also hinder a planar conformation in a junction, yielding a lower conductance than would be predicted by a simple exponential relation.

2.1.4 Conclusions

In summary, we have carried out single molecule conductance measurements on a family of methyl sulfide-terminated oligothiophenes using the scanning tunneling microscope based break-junction technique. We find that the peak of the conductance histogram distribution does not follow a clear exponential decay with increasing number of thiophene units in the chain. We attribute this trend to different conformers formed in single-molecule junctions, which is supported by the narrow conductance distribution peak of T4 relative to all other oligothiophenes. We point out that although we have shown that a simple coherent tunneling model fails to explain the experimental data, \cite{105} this picture precludes more
complex effects, such as Coulomb interactions on the molecule, hopping transport, and strong electron-phonon coupling. All of these effects are to be expected in conjugated polymers, especially with increasing length. A more microscopic investigation of these effects is beyond the scope of the current work, but an interesting topic for future investigation.

2.1.5 Supplementary Information

2.1.5.1 Synthetic Details

Details of the procedures used to synthesize the molecules studied in this section can be found in the manuscript *Length-Dependent Conductance of Oligothiophenes*.

2.1.5.2 Model Details

Transmission functions are calculated using standard Greens function techniques, yielding

\[ T(E) = \Gamma^2 |G_{L,R}(E)|^2, \]

where \( G_{L,R}(E) = L |(E - H - \Sigma)^{-1}|R \) and all quantities have been defined previously. The energy-dependent transmission coefficient is evaluated at the Fermi energy, which assumes low bias transport. The specific parameters used in the generation of Figure 4 are (in eV) \( \epsilon_H = -0.9, \ t_H = 0.5, \ \epsilon_s = E_F = 0, \ t_s = 0.7, \) and \( \Gamma = 3.0 \).
2.1.5.3 Additional Figures

Figure 2.7: Linear-binned conductance histograms for T1-T6.
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Figure 2.8: Logarithmically binned conductance histograms for T1-T6. Black dashed curves are Gaussian fits to the conductance peak.
Figure 2.9: $T_4$ conductance under argon and in ambient conditions.

Figure 2.10: Additional oligothiophene aggregation studies: temperature data. UV-vis absorption data taken in 1,2,4 trichlorobenzene for $T_3$ at temperatures from 18°C to 55°C.
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Figure 2.11: Additional oligothiophene aggregation studies: solvent data. UV-vis absorption data taken in various solvents for T₄.

Figure 2.12: Additional oligothiophene aggregation studies: concentration data. Logarithmically binned conductance histograms for T₄ in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at two concentrations.
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Figure 2.13: Two dimensional oligothiophene conductance histograms. Two dimensional conductance histograms for T1, T2 and T6.

Figure 2.14: Oligothiophene step-length versus molecular length. The relationship between the number of thiophene units and the observed step length. Step length is determined following the procedure detailed in reference \[106\]
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Figure 2.15: Influence of hexyl chains on T5 conductance. Logarithmically binned conductance histograms for a T5 molecule with and without hexyl chains. Molecule structures are shown beneath the plot.

2.2 Charge Transport Properties of Oligothiophene Dioxides

This section is based on the manuscript entitled Molecular Length Dictates the Nature of Charge Carriers in Single-Molecule Junctions of Oxidized Oligothiophenes by Emma J. Dell†, Brian Capozzi†, Jianlong Xia, Latha Venkataraman, and Luis M. Campos († indicates equal contributions). Synthetic procedures and material characterizations were carried out by Emma J. Dell and Jianlong Xia of Prof. Luis M. Campos’ group. I performed the
experimental work and data analysis.

2.2.1 Abstract

In order to develop advanced materials for devices, it is of utmost importance to design organic building blocks with tuneable functionality and study their properties at the molecular level. For organic electronics and photovoltaics applications, the ability to vary the nature of charge carriers, creating either electron donors or acceptors, is critical. Here, we demonstrate that charge carriers in single-molecule junctions can be tuned within a family of molecules containing an electron-deficient thiophene-1,1-dioxide (TDO) building blocks. Oligomers of TDO were designed in order to increase electron affinity, maintain delocalized frontier orbitals, while significantly decreasing the transport gap. Through thermopower measurements we show that the dominant charge carriers change from holes to electrons as the number of TDO units is increased. This results in a unique system in which the charge carrier depends on backbone length, providing a new means to tune p- and n-type transport in organic materials.

2.2.2 Introduction

Organic electronic materials have impacted the development of semiconducting, photovoltaic, and thermoelectric devices. The precise control afforded over molecular design by organic synthesis allows for device properties to be readily tuned. For example, the ability to design and synthesize hole-/electron-transporting (p- and n- type, respectively) and ambipolar semiconductors, from principles of electronic structure, has led to significant advancements in organic electronics. While design principles to create stable n-type organic materials are evolving, isolating the intrinsic fundamental electronic structure contributions of the building blocks to bulk transport can be challenging. Strategies to increase electron affinity, such as incorporating electronegative functional groups onto conjugated molecules, have been developed to enable electron transport. Although there is a wealth of organic electron-deficient building blocks that may be used to synthesize conjugated molecules, it is challenging predict charge carrier type prior to making the materials. For example, thiophene-1,1-dioxide (TDO, Fig. 2.16a), an oxidized
counterpart of thiophene, is unique in that it imparts vastly different electronic properties, arising from the break in aromaticity when the sulphur lone pairs are engaged in bonding.\cite{116} This leads to electron-deficient building blocks with strong dipole moments and oligoene-like backbones (Fig. 1b). Interestingly, compounds containing TDO moieties have been found to have low-lying lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) and n-type characteristics.\cite{115,117–121} However, the point at which these materials exhibit n-type behavior as a function of conjugation length is unknown. Since families of n-type materials are underdeveloped in comparison to their p-type counterparts, determining this crossover point is an important fundamental development that can lead to advanced materials design for applications in organic electronics.\cite{113,115}

Characterizing electron transport properties in these materials can be challenging since bulk transport depends on both intramolecular and intermolecular orbital coupling, the latter being a difficult parameter to control.\cite{115} However, the scanning tunneling microscope based break junction (STM-BJ) technique provides a means of probing the fundamental electronic properties at the single-molecule level, rather than in bulk materials (Fig. 2.16a).\cite{2,4} In this technique, a molecule is bridged between two nanoscale gold electrodes and its conductance is measured. The conductance depends on a number of factors including the energetic alignment of the molecular frontier orbitals with the Fermi level of the gold electrodes. Whether the molecule conducts through the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or LUMO depends on which of the two frontier orbitals is better aligned with the Fermi level and better coupled to the metal. Generally, the dominant factor in this alignment has been the nature of the linker groups that bind to gold. For example, amine linker groups usually display HOMO conducting behavior while pyridine linkers display LUMO conducting behavior.\cite{42,122} At the molecular level, the nature of the charge carriers in single-molecule junctions can be evaluated by measuring the Seebeck coefficient (thermopower, $S$).\cite{41,42} The value of $S$ relates to the derivative of transmission function at the electrode Fermi energy\cite{57} and hence its sign relates to the nature of the charge carriers (Fig. 2.16c).\cite{41,57}
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Figure 2.16: Characterization of the nature of charge carriers using the scanning
tunneling microscope break junction technique. (a) Schematic representation of the STM-BJ
setup to measure the Seebeck coefficient of a family of molecules, TDO_n (n = 1-4, TDO_4 is shown
in the lower panel). The STM-BJ gold substrate is heated while the gold tip is maintained at room
temperature. (b) Diagrammatic representation of the oligoene-like backbone in TDO_4 resulting from
the reduction in aromaticity of the thiophene ring upon oxidation and therefore increased conjugation
along the backbone (c) Example transmission function which determines the probability that an
electron of a given energy will tunnel through the molecular junction. Sections are highlighted where
the Fermi level of a gold electrode (E_F) aligns closer to the HOMO or LUMO of the molecule. The
Seebeck coefficient is proportional to the slope

Here, we study the charge transport characteristics of a family of molecules that are
composed of electron-deficient oligo-TDO building blocks coupled to unoxidized thiophenes
on both sides (Fig. 2.16b). This particular electron-rich/electron-poor combination yields
a drastic reduction in the transport gap of these molecules (as compared to their all thiophene
counterparts). We show two interesting results that impact molecular conductance.
First, the conductances exhibit a very shallow decay with molecular length (similar to
that of oligoenes). This is a manifestation of their small energy gaps and very well conju-
gated backbones, with contributions from the quinoidal character of these systems. Second,
through thermopower measurements with the two electrodes at different temperatures, we
find that the dominant charge carriers switch from holes to electrons when the number of
TDO monomers in the molecular backbone is increased, while the linker groups remain
constant. This is the first time that changing the number of repeat units in an oligomer
has been shown to change the conducting orbital, i.e. the charge carriers. This work, therefore, provides an additional handle with which to tune conductance in single molecule measurements, as well as underscoring the promise of thiophene-1,1-dioxide as a powerful electron-deficient motif with a low-lying LUMO to tune electronic properties in bulk materials.

2.2.3 Results and Discussion

2.2.3.1 Orbital Characterization

We first show that our molecule design, that couples a central electron-deficient TDO\textsubscript{n} oligomer to two electron-rich thiophenes on either end does indeed achieve a fully conjugated system with a small HOMO-LUMO gap.\textsuperscript{123} To this end, we compare the UV-vis absorption spectra of three different trimers: (1) a fully unoxidized (ter-thiophene) trimer (2) a fully oxidized trimer and (3) a single oxidized unit flanked by two gold-binding methyl-sulfide\textsuperscript{31} bearing thiophenes as shown in the supplementary information (SI, section 2.2.5) Fig. 2.20. The fully unoxidized trimer has the shortest onset of absorption wavelength ($\lambda_{\text{onset}} = 425$ nm) and thus has the largest optical energy gap (see SI Fig. 2.20). The fully oxidized non-aromatic trimer shows a significant red-shift (ca. 100 nm) at the onset of absorption. This is due to better electron delocalization along the molecular backbone, stabilization of the LUMO, and increased planarity, which is inferred from the pronounced vibronic structure of its absorption spectrum.\textsuperscript{124} The third trimer, TDO1, displays the longest $\lambda_{\text{onset}}$ (575 nm), even though only a single unit has been oxidized. This reduction in optical gap of TDO1 compared to the unoxidized trimer demonstrates the powerful donor-acceptor hybridization in these systems.\textsuperscript{125,126}
We now turn to UV-vis spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements to determine the trends in the frontier energy levels for the family of TDO$_n$ oligomers (with $n = 1$ to 4). Fig. 2.17a shows the absorption spectra where we see a clear reduction in the optical gap with increasing $n$, accompanied by a deepening of the colors of the molecules in solution from red to dark blue as shown in Fig. 2.17b. To understand why the gaps are decreasing, we look at CV measurements of the TDO$_n$ oligomers (SI Fig. 2.21) which show both oxidation and reduction peaks in contrast to the analogous series of all-unoxidized rings, where only oxidation peaks are seen in this electrochemical window of the solvent. [128] The oxidation peaks for the TDO$_n$ family are around $+1.1$ V, indicating that the energy of the HOMO does not change significantly as additional TDO units are added. The reduction peaks, however, show a shift from $-1$ V for TDO1 to $-0.3$ V for TDO4,
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showing that the LUMO energy decreases as TDO units are added. In Fig. 2.17c, we show the HOMO and LUMO levels derived from the CV data (see SI, section 2.2.5). We see that as the number of TDO repeat units increases, the LUMO of the molecules drops from 3.4 eV in TDO1, to 4.1 eV in TDO4 (Fig. 2.17c). The reduction potential for TDO4 is similar to that of substituted fullerenes, which could imply n-type behavior, [115, 129] starkly contrasting the unoxidized oligothiophenes which all demonstrate p-type characteristics. [74] We note here that although these CV-derived values do not determine the exact alignment of the orbitals relative to a metal electrode, [130] the trends should be discernible in transport measurements.

2.2.3.2 Conductance Measurements

Next, we perform single-molecule conductance and thermopower measurements on the TDOn family to probe how their increased conjugation, smaller optical gaps and low-lying LUMOs impact charge transport through molecular junctions. For each molecule in the series, 20,000 conductance versus displacement traces are collected using the STM-BJ technique (Fig. 2.18a, see SI, section 2.2.5 for details). [2, 4] All measured conductance traces are collected and compiled into one-dimensional, logarithmically-binned conductance histograms [50] (100 bins per decade) without data selection and are shown in Fig. 2.18b. These 1D histograms display a clear peak yielding a most probable molecular conductance value that decreases systematically with increasing number of TDO monomers \( n \) (Fig. 2.18b). The relatively narrow breath of the conductance histogram peaks is indicative of a rather rigid backbone in this class of molecules. [52, 128] A two-dimensional histogram, which retains displacement information, created from the same data is shown in Fig. 2.18c for TDO3 showing that these junctions sustain a 1 nm elongation. Comparing 2D histograms across the series (SI Fig. 2.22) we see a clear increase in molecular plateau length with increasing backbone length. This indicates that we probe similar junction structures for all molecules in this series. [53] The inset of Fig. 2.18b shows the peak conductance values on a semi-logarithmic scale plotted against \( n \) showing that conductance decreases exponentially with increasing \( n \) \( (G e^{n\beta}) \) with a decay constant, \( \beta = 1.04/n \). Since these TDO units are non-aromatic, the conduction path follows that of a chain of alternating
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double and single bonds across the backbone as shown in Fig. 2.16b. We therefore use a through-bond distance of 5.4 Å/n as opposed to a through-space distance of 3.8 Å/n to convert the measured β to a decay constant of 0.2/Å. Interestingly, this value compares well with the β determined for oligoene systems, and shows that transport across TDO oligomers is similar to that across alkene oligomers.

Figure 2.18: Single-molecule conductance data for the TDo n family. (a) Sample conductance versus displacement traces, laterally offset, for the TDo n series. These traces display molecule-specific conductance features, which persist for longer displacements as the molecular length increases. (b) One-dimensional log-binned conductance histograms, each composed of 20000 traces, for TDo1-TDo4 measured at a 10 mV bias in 1-octylbenzene. Arrows indicate peak conductance positions. Inset: Plot of conductance as a function of the number of oxidized thiophene monomer units (n) in TDo1-TDo4. Using $G e^{-\beta n}$, we obtain a decay constant of 1.04/n. (c) Two-dimensional conductance-displacement histogram for TDo3 created by aligning all traces at the point where conductance crosses 0.5 $G_0$, and then overlaying them. The color bar indicates number of counts per 1000 traces. For other 2D histograms see SI Fig. 2.22.

2.2.3.3 Thermopower Measurements

While the narrow HOMO-LUMO gap of the isolated molecules is reflected in the relatively high conductances and shallow decay of the TDo n series, small bias conductance measurements alone do not provide any information on the nature of the orbital that dominates charge transport. In order to probe how such orbital alignment is impacted by the dramatic lowering of the LUMO with increasing number of oxidized thiophene units, we measure the Seebeck coefficient of these molecular junctions. The Seebeck coefficient for
a single-molecule junction is determined by heating the substrate while keeping the STM tip at room temperature and measuring the thermoelectric current while applying no external bias voltage (Fig. 2.16a, see SI, section 2.2.5 for details). With the molecular conductance ($G$), thermoelectric current ($I$), and temperature difference ($\Delta T$) known for each junction measured, $S$ is given by $S = I/(G\Delta T)$. We compile the Seebeck coefficients from 100’s of junctions for each molecule into the histograms shown in Fig. 2.19a; these are then fit with a Gaussian function to determine the most frequently measured Seebeck coefficient for each molecule.

We plot in Fig. 2.19b the Seebeck coefficient versus the molecular length. For TDO1- TDO3, this value is positive and decreases non-linearly with length, while for TDO4 it is negative and relatively large in magnitude. This trend is contrary to what has been observed in amine-, thiol-, and trimethyltin-linked oligophenyl series, where the Seebeck coefficient maintains the same sign (positive) and increases in magnitude with molecular length. Such measurements have demonstrated that the oligophenyls conduct via hole transport through the HOMO. The increase in magnitude of $S$ with increasing length in these oligophenyls was attributed to HOMO moving closer to $E_F$ while simultaneously narrowing as the conducting orbital delocalizes over a longer molecule, resulting in a larger slope in the transmission function at $E_F$. Based on our measurements on the TDOn series, we infer that transport in TDO1 is dominated by HOMO, indicating hole-type transport. Using the conductance and Seebeck coefficient determined for TDO1 and assuming a single-Lorentzian transmission line shape, we find that the conducting orbital is -2 eV from $E_F$, in agreement with results from IV measurements for TDO1 (SI Fig. 2.26 and discussion in the SI, section 2.2.5).
Figure 2.19: Single-molecule thermopower data for TDOn family. (a) STM-BJ measurements taken with a temperature difference of 16 K between the gold tip and the substrate. While the molecule bridges the gap between the electrodes, the applied bias voltage is dropped to zero and the thermoelectric current is measured. Seebeck coefficients for each junction are then calculated using this current as detailed in the text and section 2.2.5 (SI) and compiled into the 1D histograms shown. The black curves are Gaussian fits to the Seebeck coefficient distributions. (b) Plot of Seebeck coefficient as a function of molecular length for the TDOn family with error bars reflecting the error in the Gaussian fits. A shift from positive to negative Seebeck values is seen with increasing length, indicating a change in the charge carriers from holes to electrons.
The large, negative Seebeck coefficient measured for TDO4 indicates electron-transport dominated by the LUMO. In fact, the magnitude of this value is comparable to that of C_{60}, which is among the highest values of organic compounds. Again, assuming a single-Lorentzian transmission for this system, we infer that the LUMO is 0.7 eV from \( E_F \), consistent with results from IV measurements (Fig. S7). The Seebeck coefficient for TDO2 is smaller in magnitude than TDO1; if transport in TDO2 was dominated by the HOMO, we would expect a larger Seebeck coefficient when compared to TDO1. We thus conclude that transport in TDO2 is not dominated by a single orbital. Finally, the slightly positive but small magnitude Seebeck coefficient measured for TDO3 suggests that the \( E_F \) lies in a relatively flat region of the transmission function, possibly in the middle of the HOMO-LUMO gap with both orbitals contributing to charge transport. This would imply that the transmission functions for both TDO2 and TDO3 do not follow a Lorentzian shape and thus, a direct determination of the level alignment for these two systems is not possible. Taken together, these measurements show that contributions from LUMO to charge transport become increasingly more important as the number of oxidized thiophene units in the molecular backbone is increased. We show additional evidence of a change in conducting orbital by carrying out solvent dependent measurements on TDO1 and TDO4 (see SI Fig. 2.25 for details). This trend is in accord with the previously discussed UV-vis and CV measurements, where a decreasing optical gap and a lowering of the reduction potential are observed with increasing molecular length (Fig. 2.17).

Interestingly, despite changing conducting orbital, we still find an exponential dependence of conductance on molecular length with a well defined decay constant. To understand how we could observe this, we turn to an n-site tight-binding model, where each site is assigned an occupied and an unoccupied orbital (SI Fig. 2.27). This model is described in detail in section 2.2.5 of the SI. In general, we find that the conductance decays exponentially, as long as the Fermi energy is not close to any resonance, even with a change in the dominant transport channel with increasing length. However, for longer chain lengths, we could see a deviation from this exponential dependence, if an orbital gets closer to \( E_F \).
2.2.4 Conclusions

We have used STM-BJ conductance and Seebeck coefficient measurements to illustrate the transport characteristics of molecules containing thiophene-1,1-dioxide, a poorly studied building block which has tremendous impact on electronic properties in both polymers and small molecules. Our findings demonstrate that these molecules constitute a unique system where the charge carrier in gold-molecule-gold junctions switches from holes to electrons with increasing number of monomers. While previous studies have shown that the dominant conducting orbital is generally dictated by the gold-binding linker units, control through backbone length is unprecedented. Moreover, TDO4 is shown to have a relatively high Seebeck coefficient suggesting that these systems may be potential candidates for thermoelectric devices. The conductance data also show that the transport properties of oligoTDOs are similar to those of oligoalkenes, reinforcing the fully-conjugated and non-aromatic nature of their backbones. These studies demonstrate that small changes in molecular structure can have a major impact on charge transport characteristics; strategic molecular design provides a method for engineering carrier type in molecular devices. Additionally, since the oxidized thiophene units have a dramatic impact on the LUMO, these studies reveal a potential new family of n-type materials.

2.2.5 Supplementary Information

2.2.5.1 Methods

Synthetic Details  Details of the procedures used to synthesize the molecules studied in this section can be found in the manuscript *Molecular Length Dictates the Nature of Charge Carriers in Single-Molecule Junctions of Oxidized Oligothiophenes*.

Conductance Data  Conductance measurements are performed using the scanning tunneling microscope-based break-junction (STM-BJ) technique, using a home-built modified STM that has been described in detail previously. Conductance data is collected by driving a mechanically cut gold tip into and out of contact with a gold-on-mica substrate (100 nm 99.995% Au, thermally evaporated). As the tip is retracted at a speed of 16 nm/s, the resulting gold junction is thinned down to a gold single-atom contact, which ruptures...
upon further elongation. After rupture, a molecule may bridge the gap and, as we simultaneously measure current and voltage, we can determine the molecular junction conductance \( G = I/V \). For these measurements, TDO\(_n\) molecules are introduced in a 1-octylbenzene solution (10 \( \mu \)M - 1 mM concentrations). For each molecule, 20,000 conductance verses displacement traces are collected at an applied bias of 10mV; these traces are then used (without selection) to construct conductance histograms.

**Thermopower Measurements**  We determine the Seebeck coefficient of single-molecules by performing break-junction measurements with an applied temperature gradient and zero applied bias voltage. \[42\] Instead of simply retracting the STM tip after it is driven into the substrate, we now incorporate a 150ms hold into the piezo ramp after the tip has been pulled a distance of 2.2nm. As before, we apply a 10mV bias during the pullout and during the first and last 25ms of the hold, but we now apply a 0mV bias during the middle 100ms of the hold. We collect thousands of such traces with a 0K temperature difference between the tip and the substrate and with a 16K temperature difference between the tip and the substrate. The data collected at 0K is to ensure that that we have no thermoelectric current flowing when there is no temperature gradient (and no bias voltage) applied (SI Fig. 2.24).

In order to analyze this data, we only consider traces where a molecule is present in the junction during the hold. In order to select out these traces, the conductance at the start and end of the hold (where the 10mV bias is applied) is averaged; traces where this conductance falls within the molecular conductance range (as determined from conductance histograms in Figure 2.18b) are kept. For such traces, the thermoelectric current measured during the middle portion of the hold is averaged. Thermocurrent histograms are provided in Figure S6, where the thermocurrent at \( \Delta T=0\text{K} \) and \( \Delta T=16\text{K} \) are provided for all four molecules. For \( \Delta T=0\text{K} \), there is a narrow distribution peaked about 0pA for all TDO molecules. As the \( \Delta T \) is increased, this thermocurrent distribution broadens and shifts to negative values for TDO1 and TDO2, while it shifts to a positive value for TDO4; this is indicative of a change in the sign of the dominant charge carrier.

The thermocurrent values are then used in conjunction with the average molecular conductance before and after the hold to compute the average Seebeck coefficient of the
given molecular junction. These Seebeck coefficients are then compiled into the histograms shown in Figure 2.19a.

### 2.2.5.2 Additional Figures

![Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra measured in dichloromethane for T3 derivatives with varying degrees of oxidation.](image)

**Figure 2.20:** Impact of thiophene oxidation on UV-vis absorption spectra. Normalized UV-vis absorption spectra measured in dichloromethane for T3 derivatives with varying degrees of oxidation.
Figure 2.21: Cyclic voltammetry measurements on the TDOn family. Cyclic voltammograms for TDOn performed in dichloromethane with Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 0.1M tetrabutyl ammonium hexafluorophosphate as the electrolyte and a scan rate of 50 mV/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E_{\text{ox}1/2}$ (V)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{red}1/2}$ (V)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{HOMO}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$E_{\text{LUMO}}$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDO1</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDO2</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDO3</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDO4</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: $E_{\text{ox}1/2}$, $E_{\text{red}1/2}$, $E_{\text{HOMO}}$, $E_{\text{LUMO}}$ determined from CV data. $E_{\text{ox}1/2}$ and $E_{\text{red}1/2}$ are the midpoints of the first oxidation and first reduction, respectively, in the cyclic voltammograms. $E_{\text{HOMO}}$ and $E_{\text{LUMO}}$ are determined \cite{127,135} using $E_{\text{HOMO}} = E_{\text{ox}1/2} + 4.4$ and $E_{\text{LUMO}} = E_{\text{red}1/2} + 4.4$. 
Figure 2.22: Two-dimensional conductance versus displacement histograms for TDO\textit{n}.

*Note: The diagrams show the conductance (\(G_0\)) as a function of displacement (nm) for different thiophene-based oligomers (TDO1, TDO2, TDO3, TDO4). The color scale indicates the number of occurrences at each conductance-displacement point.*
Figure 2.23: Sample single-molecule thermopower measurement. Top Panel: Sample piezo ramp used in collecting thermopower data. The hold is shown in the gray shaded area. Bottom Panel: Sample current vs. displacement trace (red) and voltage vs. displacement trace (blue) for TDO3.
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Figure 2.24: Thermoelectric current histograms for the TDO\textit{n} series. Histograms in black correspond to a $\Delta T$ of 0K, while colored histograms correspond to a $\Delta T$ of 16K. At $\Delta T=0$K, the number of traces selected (following the procedure above) is 264 for TDO1, 520 for TDO2, 586 for TDO3 and 1,141 for TDO4. At $\Delta T=16$K, the number of traces selected is 793 for TDO1, 891 for TDO2, 1,346 for TDO3, and 468 for TDO4.
Figure 2.25: Solvent induced conductance shifts for TDO1 and TDO4. (a) TDO1 conductance histogram measured from a 1 mM solution in bromobenzene and phenyl octane. The peak shifts to a higher conductance in bromobenzene implying HOMO dominated transport. (b) TDO4 shows a decrease in conductance upon changing the solvent from phenyl octane to bromobenzene, implying LUMO transport. [54]
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2.2.5.3 Additional Analysis

Single-Lorentzian Model  Charge transport through a single-molecule junction can be analyzed in terms of a transmission function which details the probability that an electron incident on the molecular barrier is transmitted through the junction. Often, when one molecular orbital is dominant in this tunneling process, the transmission function, \( T(E) \), can be approximated by a single Lorentzian of the form:\[136\]

\[
T(E) = \frac{\Gamma^2 / 4}{(E - \Delta E)^2 + \Gamma^2 / 4}
\]

Here, \( \Delta E \) is the electronic molecular level alignment (\( \Delta E = E_{\text{resonance}} - E_F \)) and \( \Gamma \) is the coupling strength of the conducting orbital to the leads. Using this form of transmission, along with the definitions of conductance (\( G \)) and the Seebeck coefficient (\( S \)), expressions for \( \Delta E \) and \( \Gamma \) can be obtained as:

\[
\Delta E = -2 \frac{S_0}{S} \left( 1 - \frac{G}{G_0} \right)
\]

\[
\Gamma = 4 \frac{S_0}{S} \sqrt{\frac{G}{G_0} \left( 1 - \frac{G}{G_0} \right)}
\]

where \( G_0 = 7.74 \times 10^{-5} / \Omega \) and \( S_0 = 7.25 \text{eV} \times 10^{-6} \text{V/K at 300K}.[8] \)

From our thermopower measurements, we conclude that transmission through TDO1 and TDO4 is dominated by HOMO and LUMO respectively, and assume that the transmission can be approximated by the Lorentzian function described above. (TDO2 and TDO3 have significant contributions from both orbitals, and therefore their transmission cannot be approximated by a single Lorentzian.) Using the above equations, we determine \( \Delta E \) and \( \Gamma \) for TDO1 and TDO4 (Table 2.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( \Delta E ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \Gamma ) (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDO1</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDO4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: \( \Delta E \) and \( \Gamma \) for TDO1 and TDO4 as determined from conductance and Seebeck measurements, assuming a single-Lorentzian as representative of transmission.
I-V Measurements and Analysis  In order to test whether our $\Delta E$ and $\Gamma$ values are reasonable, we perform I-V measurements on TDO1 and TDO4 in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. The measurement procedure has been described before. Briefly, after contact, the Au tip is retracted from the substrate for 150 ms, before being held at constant displacement for another 150 ms. During this hold, a saw-tooth voltage ramp is applied, ranging from -1 to +1V. After, the tip is retracted further in order to rupture the molecular junction.

We only consider traces which have a molecular feature present during the entirety of the voltage ramp. We select out approximately 1,400 such I-V traces for TDO1, and 3600 traces for TDO4. These are then compiled into logarithmically binned two dimensional current-voltage (2D IV) plots as shown in Figure 2.26a,b. In order to determine an average I-V curve for the two molecules, we fit each vertical line slice of the 2D IV with a Gaussian, and plot the peak value. We then plot these I-V curves on a linear scale (colored curves) in Figure 2.26c,d. We qualitatively compare the measured average I-V curve with I-V curves that have been generated from our single-Lorentzian transmission functions by integrating the area under the transmission curve, assuming a symmetric bias window and $T=0K$. Visually comparing the measured IV curve with the IV curve generated from our model Lorentzian transmission functions, we find excellent agreement between the two at low biases. The model IV curves underestimate the measured current at voltages greater than 0.5V, but at high biases there are multiple physical effects which cause deviations of the junction transmission from its low bias form. These effects include (a) a Stark shift that moves the resonances closer to $E_F$ at high biases, (b) the polarizability of the molecular orbitals under bias, (c) bias induced changes in the junction geometry and (d) Coulomb blockade effects.

Tight Binding Model  We seek to show that an exponential decay in conductance with molecular length can arise even when one orbital does not remain dominant across a molecular series. In order to demonstrate this, we use a tight binding model to determine a Hamiltonian matrix and then use a non-equilibrium Greens Function formalism in order to qualitatively model transmission through the molecular junctions. We use an n-site model in which each site is represented by two orbitals of energy $\epsilon_H$ and $\epsilon_L$ (an occupied
Figure 2.26: Current-Voltage (IV) measurements and analysis for TDO1 and TDO4.
(a) 2D current voltage plot for TDO1. (b) 2D current voltage plot for TDO4. (c) Average measured IV compared with single Lorenztian model IV for TDO1. (d) Average measured IV compared with single Lorenztian model IV for TDO4.
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Figure 2.27: Two level tightbinding model for transport through TDOon junctions. (a) Schematic of tight binding model showing the Fermi level in relation to each sites HOMO and LUMO and the coupling between them. (b) Computed transmission functions using parameters described in text. (c) Transmission vs site number, along with an exponential fit to the values.

and an unoccupied orbital. Nearest neighbors have occupied orbitals coupled by $\tau_H$ and unoccupied orbitals coupled by $\tau_L$ (Figure 2.27a). Terminal sites have their occupied and unoccupied orbitals each coupled to the leads by an imaginary, energy independent, self-energy term $i\Gamma_H/2$ (and $i\Gamma_L/2$). In order to compute molecular transmission functions, we turn to the non-equilibrium Greens Function formalism. The retarded Greens function for the molecular junction is defined as $G(E) = [EI - H]^{-1}$, and transmission is then given as $T(E) = Tr(\Gamma_L G \Gamma_R G)$, which is computed numerically. Here, $\Gamma_L$ and $\Gamma_R$ are coupling matrices coupling the molecule to the left and right leads, respectively.

Using the model, we calculate transmission functions for molecular junctions where $N$ ranges 2 sites to 5 sites, and show representative transmission functions in Figure 2.27b. To calculate these transmission functions, we choose $\epsilon_H = -2.5eV$, $\epsilon_L = 3eV$, $\tau_H = -0.4eV$, $\tau_L = -1.2eV$, $\Gamma_H = -0.25eV$, and $\Gamma_L = 0.1eV$. We plot conductance versus $T(E = E_F)$ versus number of sites in Figure 2.27c. The straight line relationship (on a log-scale) observed in Figure 2.27c demonstrates that an exponential decay in conductance is possible even with two contributing orbitals. We find that generally conductance decays exponentially with increasing length as long as the Fermi energy is not close to any resonance despite a change in the dominant transport channel going from $N=2$ to $N=5$ in this model. However, we expect to see a deviation from this clear exponential dependence especially if either resonance gets closer to $E_F$. 
Chapter 3

Electrolyte Gating of Single-Molecule Junctions

In this chapter, we modulate the conductance of electrochemically inactive molecules in single-molecule junctions using an electrolytic gate to controllably tune the energy level alignment of the system. Molecular junctions that conduct through their highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) show a decrease in conductance when applying a positive electrochemical potential, and those that conduct though their lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) show the opposite trend. We fit the experimentally measured conductance data as a function of gate voltage with a Lorentzian function, and find the fitting parameters to be in quantitative agreement with self-energy corrected density functional theory calculations of transmission probability across single-molecule junctions. This work shows that electrochemical gating can directly modulate the alignment of the conducting orbital relative to the metal Fermi energy, thereby changing the junction transport properties.

This chapter is based on the manuscript entitled *Tunable Charge Transport in Single-Molecule Junctions via Electrolyte Gating* by Brian Capozzi, Qishui Chen, Pierre Darancet, Michele Kotinga, Marisa Buzzeo, Jeffrey B. Neaton, Colin Nuckolls, and Latha Venkataraman. Synthesis of materials was performed by Qishui Chen of Prof. Nuckolls’ group. Theoretical work was carried out by Pierre Darancet and Michele Koriuga of Prof. Neaton’s group. Prof. Buzzeo assisted with electrochemical studies. I performed the break junction
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experiments and the data analysis.

3.1 Introduction

There has been significant interest in the field of single molecule electronics both from the standpoint of learning fundamental physics and for potentially leading to a further miniaturization of electronic components. While molecular junctions- individual molecules attached to two metal electrodes- are most commonly studied in a source-drain device geometry, a molecular junction with a gate electrode in a transistor configuration gives an additional knob with which to tune the transport characteristics. Creating such molecular transistors in a three-terminal geometry is not trivial, as it is very challenging to fabricate an effective gate electrode in close enough proximity to the conducting molecular junction. Recent experiments which have relied on electro-migration fabrication techniques, have demonstrated some gating in such three terminal devices. An attractive alternative to back gating is electrolyte gating, where large gate efficiencies can be achieved. Recently, both organic and semiconductor field effect transistors and nanotube or graphene devices made using ionic liquids, electrolyte solutions, or polymer electrolytes as gate dielectrics have received significant attention due to their ability to generate large interfacial capacitances on the nano-scale, thereby enhancing gate efficiencies. These large capacitances result from the formation of electric double layers at solution/material interfaces, whose width is on the order of the electrolyte size (few nm) allowing large electric fields to develop across this layer.

For nano-scale molecular junctions in particular, electrolytic gating should enable much more efficient electrostatic coupling since the electric double layer will exist regardless of the position of the gate electrode in solution. While several groups have applied an electrochemical gating technique to study transport in electrochemically active molecules that change their charge state, the continuous modulation of the conductance of a non-redox active molecule has not been demonstrated. Here, we present the electrolytic gating of several molecules that reproducibly and consistently change their conductance upon application of gate biases despite being electrochemically inactive in the potential
ranges studied. In particular, we show that the conductance of a molecular junction can be tuned with an electrochemical gate potential analogous to what can be achieved using an electrostatic gate. We find that molecules that conduct through the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO, n-type) show an increase (decrease) in conductance with positive (negative) gate potentials, while molecules that conduct through the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, p-type) show the opposite trend. Furthermore, modeling the transmission functions of these molecules with a single Lorentzian line-shape, we are able to extract orbital coupling and molecular resonance position that agree well with self-energy corrected density functional theory (DFT) calculations. This quantitative agreement between experiment and theory demonstrates that, in gating the molecular junctions, we are indeed probing transport as a function of energy along the transmission curve.

3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1 Break-Junction Measurements in Ionic Media

In order to study the conductance \((G = I/V)\) of single molecule junctions, we use the scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) technique. In this technique, a mechanically cut Au tip is repeatedly driven into and out of contact with an Au-on-mica substrate in a solution of a target molecule using a custom STM set-up that has been described in detail previously. Electrolytic gating is implemented using an Au substrate and an Apiezon wax coated Au tip which serve as the source and drain electrodes, and a Pt wire electrode which serves as the gate electrode as illustrated in Figure 3.1a. The Au electrodes can also be considered the working electrode in our system while the Pt wire can be considered the counter electrode. The exposed areas of the insulated tips are 1µm. Conductance measurements are then carried out in a fluid cell with 1mM solutions of the target molecule in propylene carbonate, with tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (0.1M) serving as the supporting electrolyte. For each molecule, two to three thousand conductance traces are collected at multiple gate electrode potentials (that is, our gate potential is applied to the Pt electrode), with the source-drain bias fixed at 25 mV.
We carry out break junction measurements on 1,2-bis(4,4-dimethylthiochroman-6-yl)ethylene (1), which is synthesized following procedures detailed previously, [15] and 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (2), which is obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification (Fig 3.1b). Molecule 1 conducts through the HOMO while molecule 2 conductance through the LUMO as determined by calculations detailed below in the manuscript. Conductance traces display plateaus near integer multiples of the quantum of conductance ($G_0, 2e^2/h$), with an additional plateau in a molecule-specific range below $G_0$; these additional features indicate the formation of metal-molecule-metal junctions (Fig 3.1c). In order to analyze the data,
each set of traces at a given gate potential is compiled into a linearly binned conductance histogram (without data selection) where frequently occurring conductance values now appear as peaks in the histogram. The most probable junction conductance is then obtained by fitting a Lorentzian to the conductance peak. We note here that the conductance histograms for all molecules studied here are very similar to those carried out in without a gate electrode or the supporting electrolyte.

Figure 3.2: Gating HOMO and LUMO dominated molecular junctions. (A) and (C) Sample conductance histograms at gate potentials $V_G = 2.5\text{V}, 2\text{V}, 1\text{V}, 0\text{V}, -1\text{V}$ darkest to lightest for molecule 1 and 2 respectively. Note: for molecule 2, red shades indicate the high-G conductance feature while orange shades indicate the low-G conductance feature. Inset: Conductance histograms at two gate potentials showing the continued formation of Au point contacts (peak at $1G_0$). (B) and (D) Peak conductance values vs applied gate potential for 1 and 2, respectively.

For 1, the HOMO conducting molecule, the peak present in the conductance histogram clearly shifts to lower values as the applied gate potential is increased from $-1.1\text{V}$ to $2.5\text{V}$ (Fig. 3.2a). Fig. 3.2b displays the conductance histogram peak values against the applied gate potential, where a conductance change by roughly a factor of 2 over the entire gate
potential range can be observed. The inset of Figure 3.2a shows full conductance histograms at two gate potentials, showing clear peaks at integer multiples of $G_0$ indicating that Au point contacts form regardless of gate potential. We note that the height of the molecular conductance peak decreases with application of increasingly negative gate potentials due to a decrease in length of the plateaus seen in individual traces as the gate potential is made to be more negative (see two-dimensional histograms shown in the supplementary information, SI, Fig. 3.6). For molecule 1, we find that the applied potential can vary from -1.1V to +2.5 V; we do not see molecular conductance plateaus outside this window. At gate potentials more negative than -1.1V, we attribute the lack of plateaus to a weakening of the Au-S donor acceptor bond that anchors the molecule to the gold leads. Since molecule 1 binds through HOMO, as the gate potential is made more negative, the HOMO gets closer to the Fermi level, $E_F$, as will be discussed in detail below. This increases charge transfer between the molecule and the electrode and weakens the Au-S donor-acceptor bond. At applied gate potentials more positive than +2.5V, we no longer observe junction formation, possibly due to the Au getting oxidized and preventing junctions from forming.

The LUMO conducting molecule, 2, shows two peaks in its conductance histograms, corresponding to two distinct binding configurations [150]: a higher conducting, tilted geometry (high-G), and a lower conducting, vertical geometry (low-G). Both peaks shift toward higher conductance values as the applied gate potential is increased from -1V to +2.5V (Fig. 3.2c), and for both geometries, the conductance peak shifts by approximately a factor of 3 over the entire gate voltage range (Fig. 3.2d). The inset of Fig. 3.2c shows conductance histograms at two gate potentials, displaying the continued formation of gold point contacts. In contrast to the conductance peak of molecule 1, the peak heights for both high- and low-G features of molecule 2 do not change dramatically over the range of gate potentials. This difference can be rationalized by considering the location of the HOMO orbital for 2 relative to $E_F$. Since the HOMO orbital for 2 is far from $E_F$, [150] small changes in its alignment due to the applied gate do not result in a weakening of the Au-N donor acceptor bond. As the gate voltage is made more negative than -1V however, the low-G peak drops below the instrument noise and the high-G peak becomes a shoulder against the noise background. At positive gate voltages beyond 2.5V, we stop observing
junctons as in the measurements with 1. Again, neither molecule undergoes a redox event in this gate bias window (see CV curves in SI Fig. 3.5), yet we clearly see that the gate bias modulates the measured conductance. This same procedure was repeated for 4,4'-bipyridine (see SI Fig. 3.7).

3.2.2 Modeling and Comparison with Theory

To understand these directional conductance shifts, we consider the effect of the gate potential on the alignment of frontier orbital resonance energy relative to the tip/substrate Fermi energy. Applying a positive potential to the gate electrode causes a buildup of anions (−ve) about the gate electrode while inducing a buildup of cations (+ve) about the Au electrodes and the molecular junction (a negative gate potential results in a build up of anions about the Au electrodes and the molecular junction). The double layer formed at the Au electrodes and about the molecular junction alters the energy difference between the electrode Fermi energy and the relevant junction frontier resonance energy (i.e. the molecular HOMO or LUMO which can be thought of as the molecules “valence band” and “conduction band”, respectively). Analogous to a field effect transistor, the build-up of charge about the molecule and electrodes acts to electrostatically shift the molecular orbitals relative to the vacuum level and to $E_F$ of the electrodes. Placing more positive (negative) charge in the vicinity of the molecule causes a downshift (upshift) in the molecular orbitals, bringing LUMO (HOMO) closer to $E_F$ while pushing HOMO (LUMO) further away. Concomitantly, a layer of positive charge on the electrodes raises the energy required to remove an electron, thereby increasing the work function of the electrode. The arrangement of electrolyte both near the molecule and on the electrodes cooperatively changes the local potential at the molecule, altering level alignment and conductance. Along similar lines, a change in electrode work function has been previously shown to explain the variation in conductance observed for molecules in different solvents. [54]

Based on this discussion, we can now use the gate dependent conductance data to determine the alignment of the conducting orbital to $E_F$. We first relate the applied gate potential (applied between the Pt counter electrode and the instrument ground) to the potential drop at the working electrode (tip and substrate), as we also have, in these mea-
surements, a significant potential drop across the Pt electrode/solution interface. We relate
the applied potential to the potential drop at the working electrode by comparing linear
sweep voltammograms of a solution of ferrocene (1mM) and tetrabutylammonium perchlo-
rate (counter ion, 0.1M) in propylene carbonate measured with just two electrodes (insulated
tip and Pt counter electrode) and three electrodes (substrate, insulated tip, and Pt counter
electrode). In the two-electrode system, the area of the insulated tip is significantly smaller
than the area of the Pt counter electrode, so all of the applied potential will drop across
the working electrode. This arrangement results in the blue voltammogram shown in Fig.
3.3 with the midpoint of ferrocene oxidation at an applied potential of 0.5 V. Repeating
the measurement with the three-electrode arrangement yields the red curve (current is still
measured through the tip, while the substrate electrode is grounded and thus provides a
current pathway). In this case, because of the extra surface area, only a fraction of the
applied potential actually drops across the working electrodes (tip and substrate), and the
current from the ferrocene oxidation reactions doesn’t peak until an applied potential of
2.5V. Although current is passing through both the tip and the substrate, we are still only
concerned with measuring the current through the tip. Comparing the onset of current
between the 2 curves, we determine that the applied gate potential needs to be scaled by
a factor of 5. Additionally, we have carried out measurements using a geometry where the
Pt gate electrode is much larger than the Au tip/substrate (source/drain) electrodes (see
SI Fig. 3.8). Indeed we find that by changing the area ratios, we are able to impact how
the gate potential drops across the molecular junction.
Figure 3.3: Cyclic voltammograms using the break junction geometry. Linear sweep voltammograms of ferrocene (1mM) in propylene carbonate with tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (0.1M). In the 2-electrode circuit (blue curve, bottom axis), current is measured through the STM tip while applying the voltage to the Pt gate electrode keeping the substrate floating (unconnected). In the 3-electrode circuit (red curve, upper axis), the same measurement is performed while grounding the substrate, allowing for a current path through the substrate. Both voltammograms are recorded at a sweep rate of 100mV/s.

We show in Fig. 3.4 the conductance peak positions measured for both molecules against the scaled gate potential (markers) and fit this data to a single-Lorentzian line shape peaked at an energy $\epsilon$ from $E_F$, with a full width at half maximum of $\Gamma$, which describes transport for the two molecules (solid lines, including high-G and low-G for molecule 2). We determine, from this fit, the coupling $\Gamma$ of the conducting orbital to the leads, and $\epsilon$, the energy difference between conducting orbital and $E_F$ without a gate. For molecule 1, we find that a coupling $\Gamma$ of 0.12 eV and a resonance position of 2.0 eV relative to $E_F$. For molecule 2, we get $\Gamma$ and $\epsilon$ of 0.04 eV and 1.5 eV for the high-G junctions and 0.02 eV
and 1.4 eV for the low-G junctions. We see that for molecule 2, the high-G junctions are better coupled (larger $\Gamma$) than the low-G junctions, in agreement with previous work on 4,4’-bipyridine junctions. $^9$

**Figure 3.4:** Comparison of experimental gating data with DFT+$\Sigma$ calculated transmission functions. Conductance data for molecules 1 and 2 plotted against the potential drop at the working electrode (markers) fit with a single-Lorentzian transmission model (solid lines). The DFT+$\Sigma$ calculated transmission functions are overlaid as dashed lines.

We further compare these fits with transport calculations based on a parameter-free, scattering-states, self-energy corrected density functional theory (DFT+$\Sigma$) approach (dashed lines in Fig. 3.4; see methods for details). We model the junctions with a unit cell of 7 layers of 16 (4x4) gold atoms with the molecule bound to a trimer Au tip structure on both sides. Initial geometries for both molecules 1 and 2 are adapted from previous work. $^{42,151}$ Relaxed geometries are obtained using density functional theory (DFT) with a gradient-corrected exchange-correlation functional (GGA-PBE) using a double-$\zeta$-basis set implemented in the SIESTA package. $^{152,154}$ Transmission functions are calculated using a self-energy corrected scattering-states approach DFT+$\Sigma$ $^{60,155}$, implemented in the SCARLET code $^{156}$ as detailed in the supplementary information section 3.4. We overlay, in Fig. 3.4, the calculated transmission curves for molecule 1 and 2 (high G and low G) and find a good agreement in both the position of the resonance and its width between experiment and theory.
3.3 Conclusions

Such transmission functions as described above detail the probability that an electron of a given energy incident upon the molecular junction will be transmitted from one lead to the other through the molecule. Transport through such junctions occurs via a tunneling mechanism, and therefore, in a very simple picture, the probability of transmission is dependent upon how $E_F$ of the leads is aligned with either the HOMO or LUMO of the molecule. By applying an electrolyte gate, we are able to modulate this relative alignment, bringing the relevant orbitals closer or further from resonance; this is essentially modifying the barrier for tunneling experienced by the electrons. In our experiments, since a small source-drain bias (25 mV) is applied to the molecular junction, the measured conductance essentially corresponds to transmission at one point along the energy axis. Upon gating the molecular junctions, the transmission function is rigidly shifted with respect to $E_F$ \cite{140,157,158}, and we can see the segment of the transmission function that is mapped out during these measurement.

In summary, we have tuned the conductance of electrochemically inactive molecules using an electrolytic gate. Qualitatively, we see that conductance shifts in the expected direction, upon application of positive and negative gate potentials, for junctions whose transport is dominated by HOMO or LUMO resonances. Furthermore, using quantitative self-energy corrected DFT-based conductance calculations, we have demonstrated that the experimentally obtained conductance values as a function of gate potential trace out the predicted molecular junction transmission functions.
3.4 Supplementary Information

3.4.1 Additional Figures

Figure 3.5: Cyclic voltammograms for gated molecules. Cyclic voltammograms for a blank solution (solvent and electrolyte), a solution with molecule 1 and a solution with molecule 2, demonstrating the lack of electrochemical activity for all systems in the range -1V to 2.5V. Plots (a), (b), (c) measured using the 2-electrode arrangement as detailed in the text, while plots (d), (e), (f) recorded using the 3-electrode arrangement as detailed in the text. All curves recorded at a scan rate of 100mV/s.
Figure 3.6: Influence of gating on molecular step-length. Two-dimensional histograms for molecule 1 at selected gate potentials. The histograms were created by aligning each trace just after the $1G_0$ break ($0$ displacement is just after this break) and then overlaying all traces at the given gate potential without selection. A systematic decrease in plateau length can be observed as the gate potential is made more negative.
Figure 3.7: Gating data for 4,4’-bipyridine. (a) Conductance histograms for 4,4-bipyridine taken at gate potentials $V_G = 2.5V, 2V, 1.5V, 1V, 0.5V,$ and $0V$ darkest to lightest. Note: green shades indicate the high-G feature for this molecule while grey shades indicate the low-G feature. Inset is the molecular structure. (b) Peak conductance values vs applied gate potential. (c) and (d) Conductance data for molecules 3 plotted against the potential drop at the working electrode (markers) fit with a single-Lorentzian transmission model (solid lines) for the high-G and low-G geometries respectively. The DFT+$\Sigma$ calculated transmission functions are overlaid as dashed lines. For this molecule, we get $\Gamma$ and $\epsilon$ of 0.08 eV and 1.83 eV for the high-G junctions and 0.028 eV and 1.34 eV for the low-G junctions.
3.4.2 Control Gating Experiment

Gating measurements for molecules 1 and 2 were also carried out in an arrangement where the Au source and drain electrodes had a much smaller area than the Pt gate electrode. In order to accomplish this, the substrate was also insulated using Apiezon wax, leaving only a small area (5mm in diameter) exposed in order to carry out the break junction measurements. The Pt wire gate electrode was replaced with a much larger coiled piece of Pt wire in order to increase the surface area relative to the Au. With this arrangement, the majority of the applied gate potential is dropped across the Au electrodes as opposed to the Pt gate electrode. Conductance histograms were collected under applied gate potentials in 100mV intervals from 400mV to -100mV. As can be seen in SI Figure 3.8 below, much smaller gate potentials are needed in order to elicit a conductance change in this configuration. The gate potential applied here was also calibrated against oxidation of ferrocene in a similar manner to what is shown in Figure 3.3 of the manuscript. We found that the ferrocene oxidation peak in this case to be at 0.5 V indicating that the entire gate potential drops at the working electrode.
Figure 3.8: Gating experiments with alternative sized electrodes. Gating data for molecules 1 & 2 using a large (with respect to the source drain electrodes) Pt gate electrode. (a) and (b) Sample conductance histograms at gate potentials $V_G = 400\text{mV}, 100\text{mV}, 0\text{mV}, -100\text{mV}$ darkest to lightest for molecule 1 and 2 respectively. Note: for molecule 2, red shades indicate the high-G conductance feature while orange shades indicate the low-G conductance feature. (c) and (d) Peak conductance values vs applied gate potential for 1 and 2, respectively.

3.4.3 Calculation Details

We obtain the transmission functions using a parameter-free scattering-state approach based on DFT as implemented in the SCARLET package. For all junctions, the transmission functions are calculated using a 16x16k//mesh and a 200-point energy grid in the energy range ($E_F - 4\text{eV}, E_F + 4\text{eV}$). The DFT molecular orbital energies in the junctions are cor-
rected using the DFT+$\Sigma$ method. Specifically, we correct the gas-phase gap with a ΔSCF calculation, and correct for the lack of static nonlocal correlation effects in the junction through an electrostatic image charge model. PBE resonance energies are obtained by diagonalizing the junction Hamiltonian projected on the molecular subspace, as defined by the numerical orbitals centered on the atoms of the molecule. The DFT+$\Sigma$-corrected frontier orbitals for 1 and 2 LowG and HighG are at and $E_F$-1.52eV ($\Sigma$=-0.61eV), $E_F$+1.54eV ($\Sigma$=+1.42eV) and $E_F$+1.45eV ($\Sigma$=+1.27eV) respectively. XYZ coordinates for the studied junctions can be found in the supplementary information of reference [18].
Chapter 4

Environmentally Enabled Single-Molecule Diodes

In this chapter, we develop a new technique for creating a single-molecule diode. We do this by performing measurements in an electrolytic solution with electrodes of drastically different areas. The electric double layers that form about the source and drain electrodes of the molecular junction are of considerably different charge densities, yielding an asymmetric environment about the junction that can result in current rectification through the molecular junction. This method serves as an improvement over previous single-molecule diode designs, where an asymmetry is typically built into the molecule of interest. Diodes created using this design rule have suffered from poor performance, primarily because the asymmetry in the molecule is often enforced by having a portion of the molecule behave as an insulator. Our design scheme circumvents this issue, and has resulted in the highest performing single-molecule diodes to date.

This chapter is based on the manuscript entitled Single Molecule Diodes with High Rectification Ratios through Environmental Control by Brian Capozzi, Jianlong Xia, Olgun Adak, Emma J. Dell, Zhen-Fei Liu, Jeffrey C. Taylor, Jeffrey B. Neaton, Luis M. Campos, and Latha Venkataraman. Synthetic procedures and material characterizations were carried out by Jianlong Xia and Emma J. Dell of Prof. Luis M. Campos’ group. Calculations were performed by Zhen-Fei Liu of Prof. Jeffrey B. Neaton’s group. Olgun Adak and Jeffrey C.
Taylor of Prof. Latha Venkataraman’s group assisted with measurements.

4.1 Introduction

Molecular electronics offers the promise of the ultimate miniaturization of electronic devices. Active components could be accessed through bottom-up fabrication using sub-nanometer scale elements. A single-molecule diode, a circuit element that directs current flow, was first proposed with an asymmetric molecule comprising a donor-bridge-acceptor architecture to mimic a semiconductor p-n junction. Several single-molecule diodes have been realized in junctions featuring asymmetric molecular backbones, molecule-electrode linkers, or electrode materials. Despite these advances, molecular diodes have had limited potential for applications due to low conductance values, low rectification ratios, extreme sensitivity to junction structure, and high operating voltages. Here, we demonstrate a powerful approach to induce current rectification in symmetric single-molecule junctions using two electrodes of the same metal, but breaking symmetry by exposing considerably different electrode areas to an ionic medium. This allows us to control the junctions electrostatic environment in an asymmetric fashion by simply changing the bias polarity. With this method, we reliably and reproducibly achieve rectification ratios in excess of 200 at operating voltages as low as 370mV using a symmetric oligomer of thiophene-1,1-dioxide. By taking advantage of an ionic environment, this method provides a general route for tuning nonlinear nanoscale device phenomena, that can be applied in systems beyond single-molecule junctions.

4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 An Environmentally Enabled Molecular Rectifier

In this work, we use the scanning tunneling microscope-based break junction technique (STM-BJ) in order to rapidly and reproducibly measure the conductance and current-voltage characteristics of thousands of single-molecule junctions (see the Supplementary Information, SI section 4.4, Fig. 4.6). We demonstrate rectification in single-molecule
junctions with this technique by carrying out measurements in propylene carbonate (PC), a polar solvent. We use an STM tip insulated with Apiezon wax [70] to reduce its area to ca. 1 µm$^2$ and a gold substrate that has an area greater than 1 cm$^2$ (Figure 4.1a). The insulation on the tip serves to reduce any background capacitive and faradaic electrochemical currents stemming from the ionic environment, but more importantly, it gives us control of the electrostatic environment around tip and substrate.

We first demonstrate exceptionally high and statistically reproducible single-molecule junction rectification in an oligomer consisting of four thiophene-1,1-dioxide units flanked by two gold-binding methyl-sulfide bearing thiophenes [134] (TDO4), as shown in Figure 4.1a. Sample conductance versus displacement traces for TDO4 measured in PC are shown in the inset of Figure 4.1b. Under the conditions described above, there is a significant difference in single-molecule junction conductance when measurements are performed at +180mV or -180mV (tip relative to substrate). When we compile thousands of conductance traces, without data selection, into one-dimensional log-binned conductance histograms (Figure 4.1b), it is clear that the conductance measured at -180mV exceeds that measured at +180mV by a factor of 3.25; this is a significant difference for such a low-bias measurement. This bias polarity dependent conductance is not observed when TDO4 is measured in a non-polar and non-ionic solvent (i.e. 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, TCB, SI Fig. 4.7).
We next demonstrate the highest achieved rectification ratios in single-molecule junctions by performing current-voltage (IV) measurements on TDO5 (Figure 4.1b) in PC.
Thousands of individual IVs are obtained, and only traces containing a molecular feature that sustains the entire voltage ramp are considered (typically 500-1000 traces per molecule, see Methods). These traces are then overlaid and compiled into a two-dimensional (2D) current versus voltage histogram (Figure 4.1c). The plot illustrates a clear asymmetry in current with the sign of the bias, indicating a much higher current (flowing from tip to substrate) at negative voltages than at positive voltages (tip relative to substrate). Results from analogous IV measurements in TCB, where no asymmetry is observed, are shown in Figure 4.1d.

In order to obtain a quantitative value for the rectification ratio ($I_{on}/I_{off}$), each vertical slice of the 2D histogram is fit with a Gaussian, and a most probable current value is determined at each voltage to obtain an average IV curve (overlays in Figures 4.1c and 4.1d). We find a rectification ratio for TDO5 that is greater than 200 at +/-370mV in PC. While this average rectification ratio is already the highest reported for single-molecule junctions, several single-trace plots of these junctions display exceptionally high rectifying behavior, in excess of 500, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.1c. Although high rectification ratios have been observed in systems consisting of many-molecule junctions, $^{166,167}$ the number of molecules involved in transport is generally unknown in these systems. Moreover, past reports have relied on asymmetric molecules, electrodes and chemical linker groups, unlike the design described here.

4.2.2 Mechanism for Rectification

We hypothesize that the highly asymmetric IV curves are due to the formation of an asymmetric, bias-dependent electric double layer. We note that a polar ion-soluble solvent is essential to observing rectification (SI Fig. 4.8). Indeed, measurements in PC with an added electrolyte (SI Fig. 4.9) do not differ significantly from those shown in Figure 4.1. The only source of asymmetry in our experiment is the disparate areas of the two electrodes exposed to the solvent. Since molecular junctions are formed after rupturing a gold-gold contact with a conductance greater than $5G_0$, with electrodes of the same metal and symmetric molecules, the metal-molecule-metal structure at the nanometer scale must, on average, be completely symmetric. We therefore postulate that electric double layers at
the tip and substrate, formed when ions dissolved in the polar solvent move to screen out the electric field due to charges on the metal, influence the electrostatic environment around the junction. Specifically, the asymmetry in electrode areas exposed to the solvent results in the formation of a denser double layer on the tip electrode when compared with the substrate. Experimental evidence for the existence of a dense double layer around the tip can be obtained from a cyclic voltammogram of ferrocene dissolved in PC measured using the same tip/substrate system used for the rectification measurements. As shown in SI Fig. 4.10, a clear, reversible ferrocene oxidation peak is observed at positive tip voltages providing definitive proof that the oxidation process occurs at the tip which is surrounded by dense double layer.

To understand rectification in these junctions in more detail, we consider a Landauer-like expression for current, assuming coherent off-resonant tunneling through the junction, a non-interacting mean field picture, and zero temperature, i.e.,

\[ I = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int_{-eV/2}^{eV/2} T(E, \epsilon, \Gamma) dE \]

where \( e \) is the fundamental unit of charge, \( h \) is Planck's constant, \( V \) is the applied voltage and \( T(E, \epsilon, \Gamma) \) is the energy-dependent (\( E \)) transmission function for the junction. We model transmission here with a single Lorentzian peaked at an orbital energy \( \epsilon \) and with a constant width \( \Gamma \) as: \[ T(E, \epsilon, \Gamma) = \frac{\Gamma^2/4}{(E - \epsilon)^2 + \Gamma^2/4} \]

Despite a clear asymmetry in \( T(E, \epsilon, \Gamma) \) about the junction Fermi energy (\( E = E_F \)), for a symmetric junction under bias, \( V \), current, evaluated through Equation 4.1, will be independent of the bias polarity.

We hypothesize that the double layer causes a bias polarity-dependent shift of the molecular resonance energy within the junction, leading to rectification. This bias-dependent environmental asymmetry can be modeled by replacing the resonance energy \( \epsilon \) in Equation 4.2 with \( (\epsilon + \alpha eV) \). The parameter \( \alpha \) describes the impact of the applied voltage on the resonance position analogous to a first-order Stark shift coefficient. In Figure 4.2, we illustrate this model with a series of energy level diagrams where we assume, for simplicity, that \( \alpha = 0.5 \). At zero bias (Figure 4.2a), the resonance is located at an energy \( \epsilon \) relative to
both the tip and substrate chemical potential. When a negative voltage $V$ is applied to the
tip relative to the substrate, the bias window will open symmetrically, consistent with a
locally-symmetric junction geometry. However, due to the tip-substrate asymmetry of the
double layer, we hypothesize the resonance shifts by an amount equal to $\alpha eV$ towards the
tip chemical potential as shown in Figure 4.2b. When the tip is biased positively, the reso-
nance shifts by the same amount, but in the opposite direction as is shown in Figure 4.2c.
We stress that, under either bias polarity, the resonance position does not change relative
to the substrate chemical potential, but only relative to the tip chemical potential. As long
as $T(E, \epsilon, \Gamma)$ is asymmetric about $E_F$, the current, indicated by the shaded areas in Figures
4.2b and 4.2c, depends on the bias polarity yielding rectification. Figure 2d illustrates a
non-rectifying case in solvents such as TCB where the resonance position does not move
relative to the junction $E_F$.

The mechanism described above implies the observation of several additional phenom-
ena. First, rectification ratios should in general be higher for junctions composed of
molecules with a sharp resonance positioned closer to $E_F$. Second, the molecular orbital
energy closest to $E_F$ should generally dictate the direction of rectification: highest occup-
ied molecular orbital (HOMO)- dominated junctions should turn on at the bias polarity
that turns off lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)-dominated molecules. Junc-
tions possessing resonances with large $\Gamma$ and/or $\epsilon$ should yield little or no rectification, as
the transmission function about $E_F$ will be relatively flat within accessible bias windows.
Finally, this rectification should occur in any polar/ionic environment.

In Figure 4.3a, we show IV measurements from a family of derivatives containing TDO
units (TDO3-TDO5) measured in PC. For junctions in this series, it has been previously
shown that the LUMO moves closer to $E_F$ by the addition of TDO units. [134] We find that
all three IV curves display strong asymmetries, with significantly more current, reaching
close to 0.1 $\mu$A at negative tip bias for TDO5. For all molecules, under positive tip bias,
the IV exhibit a more linear dependence of current on voltage indicative of a rather flat
transmission in this bias range, while the negative bias portions display highly non-linear
behavior (particularly for TDO4 and TDO5), indicative of a resonance getting closer to the
bias range.
Figure 4.2: Energy-level diagram illustrating rectification mechanism for a LUMO conducting molecular junction. (a) Zero-bias schematic depicting a molecular resonance with peak energy $\epsilon$ relative to the tip (T) and substrate (S) Fermi levels, $E_F$. (b) In polar media, when the tip is biased negatively relative to the substrate, the molecular resonance is at $\epsilon - eV$ relative to the tip chemical potential and at $\epsilon$ relative to the substrate chemical potential ($\alpha$ is taken to be 0.5 here). For this system, a large area of the resonance falls within the bias window, and the current is high. (c) When the tip is biased positively relative to the substrate, the molecular resonance again remains pinned to the substrate chemical potential, but is at $\epsilon + eV$ relative to the tip chemical potential. A small area of the resonance falls within the bias window and the current is low. (d) A similar schematic illustrating level alignment in a non-polar solvent ($\alpha$ is 0) with the tip biased negatively relative to the substrate. Here, the resonance does not shift in response to the applied bias, while both tip and substrate chemical potentials shift relative to the resonance position. The area under the resonance that falls within the bias window is independent of the bias polarity.

The rectification ratio for each molecule as a function of the magnitude of the applied voltage is shown in the inset of Figure 4.3a. We find rectification ratios of 4 at 0.6V for TDO3, 90 at 0.42V for TDO4, and 200 at 0.37V for TDO5. We again emphasize that these high rectification ratios occur at exceptionally low operating voltages. The analogous IV measurements carried out in TCB are shown in Figure 4.3b, where we observe symmetric IV curves that become increasingly non-linear at higher applied voltages. Evaluating these data, we confirm our first prediction: as $E_F$ aligns closer to a molecular resonance, the rectification ratio at a given bias increases.

Next, we consider the impact of the dominant transport orbital on the orientation of the diode. We perform IV measurements on three molecules that do not belong to the TDO family (see Figure 4.4a): 4,4-bipyridine (1), 4-4-diamino-p-terphenyl (2), 2,9-dithiadecane.
Figure 4.3: High rectification ratios in TDO\textsubscript{n} Junctions. (a) Average IVs for TDO\textsubscript{n} with \(n=3-5\) measured in PC. Inset: Rectification ratio \((I_{on}/I_{off})\) versus magnitude of applied voltage for curves. We find rectification ratios of 4 at 0.6V for TDO3, 90 at 0.42V for TDO4, and 200 at 0.37V for TDO5. We also note that the junctions rupture when the bias is increased beyond a molecule dependent critical voltage (-0.65V for TDO3, -0.42V for TDO4 and -0.39V for TDO5). We hypothesize that at this critical voltage, the LUMO resonance is at or very close to the bias window limit. This would imply that we are significantly charging the molecule and potentially breaking the linker-Au donor-acceptor bonds to the electrodes. See SI Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for 2D IV maps. (b) Average IVs for TDO3-5 measured in TCB. Note: IV curves show absolute value of current for clarity. Junctions formed in TCB are typically able to withstand twice the voltage of those in PC, becoming unstable and rupturing beyond 1.1V.

(3). The characteristic IVs for these measured in PC are shown in Figure 4.4b. It is clear that 1 and 2 display on behavior at opposite bias polarities, while 3 does not show any discernible rectification. Within our model, this suggests that the two molecules should have transport dominated by different orbitals. Indeed, past work has shown that 1 conducts through the LUMO \([60]\) while 2 conducts through the HOMO, \([155]\) in agreement with our hypothesized rectification mechanism. The low rectification ratios observed for 1 and 2 further suggest that the dominant transport orbitals are rather far from \(E_F\). The large gap alkane, 3, does not rectify, indicating a flat transmission around \(E_F\).
In Figure 4.4, we compare measurements of 1 in different polar media and in TCB. The IVs measured in polar media are asymmetric, with on currents occurring at negative tip bias polarities demonstrating that the rectification is observable in all polar media. These results show clearly that our method of creating a molecular rectifier is not unique to either the TDO family or to PC as a solvent; a single-molecule diode can be created out of any molecule in any polar solvent (so long as the junction transmission function is asymmetric about the metals $E_F$). All experimental results presented here support our hypothesis that the bias-dependent double layer around the tip modifies the electrostatic environment at the junction to alter the relative alignment of the molecular orbital and the tip chemical potential.

Figure 4.4: Rectification with Other Molecule/Solvent Systems. (a) Molecular structures for additional molecules studies: 4,4-bipyridine (1), 4,4-diamino-p-terphenyl (2), and 2,9-dithiadecane (3). (b) IV curves for the three molecules measured in PC and in TCB (inset). A rectification ratio of 1.4 and 2.1 is seen for 1 and 2 at 0.62V, while 3 does not show any discernible rectification. See SI Figure 4.13 for corresponding 2D IV plots. (c) IV curves measured for 1 in TCB, PC, an ionic liquid (N,N-diethyl-N-(2-methoxyethyl)-N-methylammonium bis-(trifluoromethylsulphonyl-imide, DEME-TFSI) and dionized (18MΩ). Asymmetry, and therefore rectification, is only observed in the polar media, whereas a symmetric IV is measured in TCB. See SI Figure 4.14 for corresponding 2D IV plots. Slightly different currents (and therefore rectification ratios) are observed in the various solvents. This is attributed to a solvent effect, where the work functions of the electrodes are altered by the presence of different solvent molecules adsorbed on the surface. Note: IV curves show absolute value of current for clarity.
4.2.3 Assessing Energy-Level Alignment

After confirming the predictions implicit in our model, we now demonstrate that we can determine the parameter to provide quantitative support for the rectification mechanism proposed here. We use a recently developed AC technique described briefly in the SI, section 4.4 (manuscript under review, O.A, R. Korytar, A. Y. Joe, F. Evers, and L.V.) to determine the location of the conducting orbital ($\epsilon$) and its coupling ($\Gamma$) to the Au electrodes for TDO4 in PC and TCB. The values obtained are then checked against zero bias self-energy corrected density functional (DFT+$\Sigma$) theory calculations. \[155, 169\] We show in Figure 4.5a and 4.5b that on average $\epsilon_{TCB}$ is 0.6 eV while the coupling, $\Gamma_{TCB}$, is 7 meV. Gamma is small, indicating that a mean-field approximation may not be adequate particularly as the molecule charges under bias. In PC, we solve these two equations by allowing $\alpha$ to vary from 0 to 0.5 in steps of 0.05. For each value of $\alpha$ we obtain the average value of $\Gamma_{PC}$ and $\epsilon_{PC}$. Note that the coupling of the LUMO to the leads should not be altered in different solvent environments as it primarily depends on the Au density of states, which is flat in the relevant energy window. Based on the results from these AC measurements, we find that the average $\Gamma_{PC}$ is the same as $\Gamma_{TCB}$ when $\alpha = 0.5$. Furthermore, we find that there is a 0.2 eV shift in $\epsilon_{PC}$ towards $E_F$ compared with $\epsilon_{TCB}$, which we attribute to a solvent-induced shift. \[54\] Using these experimentally determined $\epsilon$ and $\Gamma$ parameters, we generate IVs from Lorentzian transmission functions and compare these to experimentally measured IV curves in SI Figure 4.15. We find reasonable agreement with the measured IVs and rectification ratios. This simple Lorentzian model also enables us to derive an analytic form for the observed rectification ratios, which are in good agreement with the experiment (see the SI, section 4.4 for discussion and SI Fig. 4.16).
Figure 4.5: Experimental determination of (a) orbital coupling strength and (b) energy level alignment for TDO4 in TCB and PC as determined using AC techniques. The inset of (a) shows the orbital coupling as a function of the bias asymmetry parameter $\alpha$. The average value of the coupling for TCB junctions (red asterisk) is only achieved for $\alpha = 0.5$, which corresponds to a resonance that is pinned to the substrate chemical potential. The dashed line is a guide for the eye to make the comparison more apparent (c) Junction structures used to compute transmission characteristics. (d) DFT $+$ $\Sigma$ calculated transmission functions for TDO4 in a junction with no solvent molecules (red) and with propylene carbonate on both electrodes (blue). Dashed lines indicate Lorentzian fits to these transmission functions. These fits yield identical coupling strengths for the conducting orbital ($\Gamma$ of 13 meV) for both junctions, and show a decrease in orbital position relative to $E_F$ when adding PC about the junction ($\epsilon$ of 440 meV (blue) and 760 meV (red)).

We now turn to DFT+$\Sigma$ calculations to validate three aspects of our measurements: (1) that the transmission function for TDO4 is well described by a Lorentzian function; (2)
that PC alters the level alignment in the junction but not the coupling; and (3) that adding
a dipole layer on one electrode shifts the resonance position. We show the calculated zero-
bias transmission functions for a TDO4 junction with and without PC (structures shown in
Figure 4.5c) in Figure 4.5d. We find that these transmission curves are well described by a
single Lorentzian form dominated by the LUMO, that these have a similar $\Gamma$, and that they
show a relative shift in $\epsilon$ of about 0.3 eV. To model a dipole layer on one electrode, we add a
layer of HF molecules within the unit cell oriented with the dipole pointing toward or away
from the electrode and compute transmission through the TDO4 junction. Results from
these calculations are shown in SI Figure 4.17. The presence of a dipole oriented with the
negative charge close to the electrode shifts the resonance position closer to $E_F$. We stress
here that these are zero-bias calculations, and as such cannot be used to quantitatively
dress the shift in the resonance position due to an applied bias since this depends on
the double layer density. A first principles determination of the $\alpha$ parameter would require
computing the impact of the double layer around the tip on the resonance position. To
explain how the applied voltage yields an asymmetric double layer at an atomistic scale
requires modeling of the electrodes and their associated double layers at a length scale that
is well beyond what DFT, with current computational and algorithmic limitations, can
handle.

4.3 Conclusions

While we note that we do not have a full atomistic model for the observed rectification
effects, the results from the AC measurements and the DFT+$\Sigma$ calculations support our
postulated rectification mechanism. To summarize, two factors are needed to observe rec-
tification: electrodes of different areas and an ion containing polar medium in which the
transport measurements are performed. Due to the presence of ions in the environment,
an electric double layer forms at each electrode/solution interface to screen out any applied
bias. The disparate areas of the electrodes result in a denser layer of charge at the smaller
tip electrode. This results in the pinning of the molecular orbitals to the chemical potential
of the substrate, yielding a current dependence on the polarity of the applied bias.
We have demonstrated an unconventional technique by which to create single-molecule diodes with unprecedented rectification ratios at low operating voltages using symmetric molecules. This appealing and simple method enables the creation of single-molecule junctions by self-assembly, without the tedious chemical modifications that have been commonly employed to control molecule directionality in a junction. Given the observed mechanism of rectification, we envision that this method can be easily implemented in other junctions beyond the STM-BJ test bed, for example, using other electrode materials including carbon nanotubes or graphene will yield rectifying behavior. By exploiting this tunable asymmetry in the electrostatic environment, this new approach offers a wealth of possibilities for translation into device fabrication.

4.4 Supplementary Information

4.4.1 Experimental Methods

Conductance Measurements Conductance measurements were carried out using the Scanning Tunneling Microscope-based break junction (STM-BJ) technique, and have been described in detail before. Conductance measurements for the TDOn family (synthetic details in Single-Molecule Diodes with High Rectification Ratios through Environmental Control) are carried out in dilute solutions (10-100 µM) in propylene carbonate and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. Measurements for all other molecules (obtained from commercial sources, with over 95% purity) were carried out from 1mM concentration solutions. The insulated tips are created by driving a mechanically cut gold tip through Apiezon wax. One dimensional conductance histograms are constructed using logarithmic bins (100 per decade) without any data selection.

Current-Voltage (IV) Measurements I-V measurements are performed using the STM-BJ, with a slightly modified procedure. Instead of continuously retracting the tip from the substrate, the tip is withdrawn for 150 ms, held for 150 ms and then withdrawn for an additional 200 ms to fully rupture the molecular junction. A constant voltage is applied during the initial and final segments, as well as during the first and last 25 ms when the
tip position is held fixed. During the central 100 ms while the tip is held, a voltage ramp is applied. Current is measured during the entire 500 ms procedure (sample trace in SI Figure 4.6). IV data is analyzed by first selecting traces with a molecular junction that sustains the entirety of the voltage ramp. Traces are selected by using an automated algorithm that requires the conductance during the first and last 25 ms of the hold to be within the width of the molecular conductance histogram. IVs in TCB were collected over a range of +/-1.05 V, while IVs in PC were collected over smaller molecule-dependent voltage ranges. After trace selection, all IVs for a given molecule are used to construct a two-dimensional current versus voltage histogram. A most probable IV is obtained by fitting each vertical line slice of the two-dimensional IV histogram with a Gaussian and recording the peak current. This is then converted to its linearly scaled IV curve following the procedure detailed in Huber et al. 172
Figure 4.6: Sample IV measurement. Top panel: Piezo ramp during a segment of the IV measurement. Bottom panel: Voltage applied to the tip (blue) and current flowing into the substrate (red) as a function of time for a single TDO4 trace in PC (same trace as in above panel). At -0.4V, a current of 0.4 µA is measured, while at +0.4V, the current is very small.
4.4.2 Additional Data and Analysis

Figure 4.7: Bias polarity dependent conductance of TDO4 in TCB. Log-binned conductance histograms for TDO4 measured in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at +/- 180mV using 100 bins/decade. In contrast with the data shown in Figure 4.1b, there is no change in conductance at the two different polarities.

Non-polar Solvent with Insulated Tip Measurements of 4,4”-Diamino-p-terphenyl were carried out in phenyl octane (PO, non-polar) and in propylene carbonate (PC, polar) with a coated tip (glue coated for PO, and wax coated for PC). We collected 3000 conductance traces at +450mV and -450mV in both PC and PO (SI Figure 4.7). A clear shift in conductance is observed in PC while no change is seen in PO. We also note that 4,4”-Diamino-p-terphenyl has previously been shown to conduct through the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)[1]; its conductance shifts up at positive tip biases in PC.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of conductance measurements taken with insulated tips in polar and non-polar solvents. Log-binned conductance histograms for 4,4-diamino-p-terphenyl in (a) propylene carbonate (PC) and (b) phenyl octane (PO) created using 100 bins/decade. Both measurements were made with an insulated tip at 450mV and at -450mV. A clear polarity dependence is observed only in PC.

Figure 4.9: IV measurements on TDO4 in an electrolytic solution. Two-dimensional IV histogram for TDO4 measured in propylene carbonate with an additional 0.1M of tetrabutylammonium perchlorate. Histogram is constructed from 2671 traces.
Figure 4.10: *Cyclic voltammogram using two-electrode break junction geometry.* Cyclic voltammogram taken using the break-junction geometry with a solution of 1mM ferrocene in propylene carbonate (there is no added supporting electrolyte). An insulated gold tip serves as our working electrode while a large gold substrate serves as our counter electrode.

Figure 4.11: *TDO conductance histograms in TCB.* Conductance histograms for TDO3-5 measured 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB). All histograms were measured prior to IV curves being collected.
Figure 4.12: Two dimensional IV maps for TDO3-5. Two-dimensional IV histograms for TDO3-TDO5 in propylene carbonate (a-c) and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (d-e). Histograms were constructed from the number of traces indicated in the figures. Average IV curves are overlaid as solid black lines.
Figure 4.13: Two-dimensional IV maps for additional molecules. Two-dimensional IV histograms for 4,4-bipyridine (1), 4,4-diamino-p-terphenyl (2), and 2,9-dithiadecane (3) in propylene carbonate (a-c) and 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (d-e). Histograms were constructed from the number of traces indicated in the figures. Average IV curves are overlaid as solid black lines.
4.4.3 Experimental Determination of Energy Level Alignment

In order to determine the orbital alignment and orbital coupling strength in TDO4 single-molecule junctions, we make use of the following recently developed technique (manuscript under review, O.A, R. Korytar, A. Y. Joe, F. Evers, and L.V.):

1) Measure the conductance, $G$, and the derivative of conductance with respect to voltage ($dG/dV$) for a single molecule junction.

2) Obtain analytical expressions for these two quantities in terms of orbital energy and orbital coupling strength.

3) Iteratively solve a pair of non-linear equations to determine the two values.

$G$ and $dG/dV$ are obtained by using a modified break-junction technique, similar to that of the IV measurements (see above). However, instead of applying a saw-tooth bias ramp while the tip is held at a fixed distance from the substrate, an additional AC voltage (65 mV at 16 kHz and 130 mV at 14 kHz in PC and TCB respectively) is applied on top of a DC voltage (-220 mV and 500 mV in PC and TCB respectively). As with IV measurements, we only analyze traces that have a molecule present in the junction while the hold is applied. We do this by checking that the conductance of the junction (just prior to the AC voltage being applied) falls within a standard deviation of the conductance histogram peak.
The frequency domain representation of the current while the AC voltage is applied is obtained using the discrete Fourier transform. The zero frequency signal corresponds to the DC current while the signal at the fundamental frequency (16 kHz and 14 kHz) corresponds to the AC current. The AC current consists of two components: the first is the tunneling current through the molecular junction and the second is the result of the capacitive coupling of the electrodes. We only consider the current in phase with the applied AC voltage in order to discard the capacitive component. We also measure currents resulting from any non-linearity in the conductance-voltage relationship; these are measured at the second harmonic frequency (32 kHz and 28 kHz). In order to see explicitly what is responsible for this signal, the current through the junction is Taylor expanded around the DC value up to third order terms to yield:

\[
I = \left[ I(V_{DC}) + \frac{1}{4} \frac{dG}{dV} \bigg|_{V_{AC}} V_{AC}^2 \right] + \left[ G \bigg|_{V_{DC}} + \frac{1}{8} \frac{d^2G}{dV^2} \bigg|_{V_{DC}} V_{AC}^2 \right] V_{AC} \sin(\omega_{AC}t) - \frac{1}{4} \frac{dG}{dV} \bigg|_{V_{DC}} V_{AC}^2 \cos(2\omega_{AC}t)
\]

Here, \( I \) is the current through the junction, \( V_{DC} \) is DC bias voltage, \( V_{AC} \) is the amplitude of the AC voltage, and \( \omega_{AC} \) is the frequency of AC voltage.

The terms in the first bracket represent the DC current due to the DC voltage and a rectification term \( \left( \frac{1}{4} \frac{dG}{dV} \bigg|_{V_{DC}} V_{AC}^2 \right) \) due to a non-linearity in the conductance-voltage relationship. The second set of terms corresponds to the differential conductance \( (dI/dV) \) and a small contribution from second order conductance derivative with respect to voltage. The second harmonic term corresponds purely to the rectification term of the DC current. Thus, the second harmonic current measures \( dG/dV \) with small contributions from higher order terms. When the junction transmission function is well described by a single Lorentzian function (as given in Equation 4.2 of the manuscript), we can derive an analytic expression for the AC current that is in phase with the applied AC voltage at the fundamental frequency in terms of \( \epsilon \) and \( \Gamma \). Note that in this analysis, we explicitly include the dependence of the resonance position on the voltage through the \( \alpha \) parameter as described in the main text. This gives one non-linear equation with two unknown parameters. Similarly, we derive a second analytic expression for the current at the second harmonic in terms of \( \epsilon \) and \( \Gamma \). Although not shown explicitly above, we include terms up to sixth order for the Taylor
series expansion. We solve these two non-linear equations using a non-linear least squares solver algorithm to determine $\epsilon$ and $\Gamma$ in a single molecule junction.

**Figure 4.15:** Computed IV curves using experimentally determined parameters and a single-Lorentzian model. (a) Model transmission functions created using the and parameters extracted from AC measurements (see Figure 4.3). (b) Measured IVs for TDO4 in TCB compared with model IVs obtained by integrating the transmission function in (a) as detailed in the text. (c) The same analysis, using the model transmission function for PC. There is good agreement between the measured and calculated curves. Deviations between the model and measured IVs are primarily because IV measurements select a subset of junctions that sustain the entire bias ramp while the AC measurements are done at a fixed and smaller bias.

**Rectification and the Single-Lorentzian Model**  In cases where transmission can be indeed modeled as a single Lorentzian function over a reasonably wide energy range, we are able to obtain an analytic expression for the rectification ratio at a given voltage. Assuming a transmission function of the form:

$$T(E) = \frac{\Gamma^2/4}{(E - \epsilon - \alpha eV)^2 + \Gamma^2/4}$$

as defined in the main text. Assuming $\alpha=0.5$, we find:

$$RR = \frac{\int_{-eV/2}^{eV/2} T(E - \epsilon + eV/2) dE}{\int_{-eV/2}^{eV/2} T(E - \epsilon - eV/2) dE}$$

$$RR = \frac{\tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\epsilon}{\Gamma/2}\right) - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\epsilon-eV}{\Gamma/2}\right)}{\tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\epsilon+eV}{\Gamma/2}\right) - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\epsilon}{\Gamma/2}\right)}$$
Plotting this function (see SI Figure 4.16), we find, not surprisingly, that we would expect very large rectification ratios as the bias window nears the molecular resonance. Indeed, this simple picture predicts ratios on the order of the ratios that we have measured experimentally.

Figure 4.16: Model rectification ratios versus applied bias using a single-Lorentzian model. (a) Single Lorentzian transmission function created using $\epsilon = 0.4$ eV and $\Gamma = 7$ meV. (b) Rectification ratio ($I_{\text{on}}/I_{\text{off}}$, RR) as a function of applied voltage using the analytic expression from above. Within our model, we find RRs $\gtrsim 500$ as the applied bias nears the value of the zero-bias molecular resonance in agreement with experiment.

4.4.4 Computational Details

To compute the transport properties of the molecules, we employ an ab initio approach based on the combination of density functional theory (DFT), non-equilibrium Greens functions (NEGFs) [169], and a GW-based self-energy correction, [59] known as DFT+Σ. [155] To reduce computational cost, we replace the long C$_6$H$_{13}$ chains in the molecules by CH$_3$. The molecules are placed between two gold leads consisting of seven Au (111) layers on each side, with 16 (44) atoms on each layer, to form molecular junctions. Due to the donor-acceptor nature of the Au-S bond, we use trimers as the binding motif, consistent with previous work. [155] The junction geometry is relaxed using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [154] functional implemented in SIESTA. The Au basis set and pseudopotential are adapted from previous work. [155] The outer three layers of gold atoms are fixed in their bulk geometry during the relaxation. A 44 k-mesh is used and the atomic coordinates are
relaxed until all forces are below 0.04 eV/Å. The resulting Au-S bond lengths are about 2.85 Å and the angles between Au-S bond and the thiophene plane is about 20 degrees. After the junction geometry is relaxed, we compute the transport properties using DFT-NEGF formalism as implemented in TranSIESTA. The outer three layers of gold atoms are the leads, and the extended molecule consists of four gold layers on each side. The PBE functional, a 66 k-mesh and 36 energy grids in the integration contour are used to converge the non-equilibrium density matrix.

The DFT+Σ method corrects the level alignments inherent to the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional, by adding a self-energy correction to the converged PBE Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian and computing the transmission function with this modified Hamiltonian. The self-energy correction is based on the GW method, and includes two parts: (1) gas-phase contribution, correcting inaccuracies in PBE eigenvalues for isolated molecule; and (2) surface polarization effect that is approximated by a classical image-charge model. For the TDO4 system, PBE places the LUMO, the dominant conducting orbital at 0.28 eV above $E_F$. The gas-phase correction shifts LUMO upwards by 1 eV and the surface polarization effect shifts LUMO downwards by 0.5 eV resulting in a net upward shift of 0.5 eV and placing the LUMO at about 0.78 eV above $E_F$. This LUMO position is in excellent agreement with the experimentally determined position in TCB as shown in Figure 4.5b.

To model the effect of PC molecules on level alignment in TDO4 molecular junction, we add three PC molecules on both gold surfaces in a unit cell oriented with the oxygen on the Au (111) surface. The distance between the oxygen atom of PC and the top Au (111) surface is about 2.5 Å and the binding energy between the PC molecule and the Au (111) surface is about 0.2 eV. When compared to junctions without PC, we find the LUMO peak in T(E) is shifted downwards by about 0.3 eV, again in excellent agreement with the experimentally determined shift of 0.2 eV (Figure 4.5b).

To model the effects of a dense electric layer on one electrode, we have computed zero bias transmission functions with the addition of 5 hydrofluoric acid (HF) molecules to one electrode, with the HF dipole being oriented either up or down (SI Figure 4.17). The HF molecules are added to the relaxed TDO4 junction; no further structural relaxation
is done after the HF is added. The HF bond (and therefore the dipole moment) is kept perpendicular to the Au surface. The lower atom in the HF molecule is kept 5 Å above the surface to ensure that the molecule is not bound.

![Figure 4.17: DFT+Σ calculated transmission functions with a dipole layer on one electrode.](image)

**Figure 4.17:** *DFT+Σ calculated transmission functions with a dipole layer on one electrode.* Junction structures and junction transmission functions for TDO₄, using hydrofluoric acid (HF) as a dipole to simulate the effects of a dense electric double layer on one electrode; the dipole orientation is used as a proxy to simulate the effects of an applied bias. Zero bias transmission functions are calculated without solvent (black), with the HF dipole oriented up (red) and with the HF dipole oriented down (blue). It can be clearly seen that the effect of the dipole is to shift the molecular resonance relative to \( E_F \).

### 4.4.5 Synthetic Details

Synthetic details for TDO₅ can be found in the Supplementary Information section of *Single-Molecule Diodes with High On/Off Ratios Through Environmental Control.*
Chapter 5

Experimental Determination of Single-Molecule Junction Transmission Functions

The electronic transport characteristics of a single-molecule junction are governed by a transmission function which dictates the probability of an incident electron being conducted through the junction. Here, we present a new technique for measuring transmission functions over an energy range of 2eV around the metal Fermi energy, $E_F$. This technique is experimentally simple, does not require an assumed functional form for transmission, and provides access to a large region of the transmission landscape. In order to accomplish this, we create molecular junctions in an ionic environment with electrodes of different areas to create dissimilar density electric double layers at the source and drain electrodes. This then allows us to electrostatically shift the molecular resonance relative to the junction Fermi level to determine the dominant orbital for charge transport in the molecular junction and to map out the junction's transmission function. We demonstrate this technique using two groups of molecules, one with molecular resonances located relatively far from $E_F$ and one with molecular resonance within the accessible gate voltage. Our results compare well with previous electrochemical gating data and calculated transmission functions. Furthermore, with the second group of molecules, we are able to examine the behavior of a molecular
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junction as a molecular resonance falls within the gate bias window. This work provides a new, experimentally simple, route for exploring details of charge transport at the nanoscale.

This chapter is based on the manuscript entitled Mapping the Transmission Function of a Single-Molecule Junction by Brian Capozzi, Jonathan Z. Low, Jianlong Xia, Luis M. Campos, and Latha Venkataraman, which is currently under preparation. Synthetic procedures and material characterizations were carried out by Jonathan Z. Low and Jianlong Xia of Prof. Luis M. Campos’ group. I performed the break junction measurements, data analysis, and modeling.

5.1 Introduction

Characterizing metal-molecule interfaces is a key step in developing organic electronic devices, as interfacial properties serve to dictate device properties. The simplest interface that can be envisioned is that of a single metal-molecule bond: these interfaces can be readily created and studied using break junction techniques. Advances in the study of single-molecule circuits have led to a wealth of knowledge regarding the electronic and mechanical properties of such systems, as well as the mechanisms by which charge is transported. Several techniques have emerged to experimentally assess energy-level alignment at the metal-molecule interface in single-molecule junctions, providing insight into the transmission function. These methods include thermopower measurements, AC techniques, gating, and measuring current-voltage curves.

While these methods have indeed provided information about the transmission function beyond its value at the metal Fermi energy, \( G(E_F) = G_0 T(E_F) \), the additional information has been limited. Thermopower measurements give access to two quantities: low-bias conductance and the Seebeck coefficient. These can then be related to the electron transmission probability at the \( E_F \) and the slope of the transmission function at \( E_F \). Using a recently developed AC method, currents can be measured at the first and second
harmonics of an applied AC voltage (this AC modulation is on top of a DC voltage); these values correspond to the first and second derivatives of the transmission function. \[174\] These two methods, however, provide only two data points of information about the transmission function; extracting the exact level-alignment further requires assuming a functional form for transmission, commonly a two-parameter single-Lorentzian, and solving for the parameters. These two techniques therefore fail when the single-Lorentzian approximation for transmission is not valid. \[132\]

Current-voltage (IV) characteristics can, in principle, be fit in order to obtain the transmission function since the measured current at a given voltage is proportional to the integral of the transmission function. Again, however, IV fitting requires a known functional form for transmission, and these fitting procedures are valid only if high-bias effects (such as stark shifted molecular levels \[178\]) can be excluded. Using a gate to electrostatically tune the energy-level alignment in the molecular junction, shifting molecular orbitals relative to the electrode \(E_F\), can also be used to directly map the transmission function. \[16, 18\] Yet, gating techniques have proven difficult to implement at the single molecule level. Indeed, back- and side- gated devices require extensive fabrication processes and have typically had very low yields. \[16, 179, 181\] Electrolyte gating alleviates the problem of needing to place a gate electrode in close proximity of the molecular junction. \[18, 19\] In principle, though, this technique then requires the usage of two additional electrodes in solution, a reference electrode and a counter electrode, which need to be controlled using a potentiostat; this makes it difficult to apply electrolyte gating to other electrode materials or device architectures.

Here, we demonstrate a simple new technique that can be used to probe transmission in single-molecule junctions over an energy range of about 2 eV. Taking advantage of an asymmetric environment created by carrying out transport measurements in an ionic medium with electrodes of considerably different areas, we are able to map the transmission function by simply performing conductance measurements over a range of source-drain biases. This removes the complications of needing additional electrodes and provides information about the transmission function without requiring knowledge of its functional form. We demonstrate this technique using two molecules which have resonances substantially far from \(E_F\) and two that have a molecular resonance accessible within the bias window. We find that as
the bias window approaches the resonance for one molecule, the junctions rupture while for the other, we are able to pass the molecular resonance. In the latter case, we find that the current through the junction begins to decrease beyond the resonance. This implies that the line-shape of the transmission function is changed as the bias window approaches the molecular resonance. We hypothesize that this may occur due to increased electron-electron interactions as the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) loses charge.

5.2 Results and Discussion

5.2.1 Single-Molecule Conductance Measurements

We study charge transport in single-molecule junctions using the scanning tunneling microscope based break junction (STM-BJ) technique. Break junction measurements are carried out in a polar solvent (propylene carbonate, PC) using an Au tip insulated with Apiezon wax in order to reduce any background electrochemical currents (schematic, Figure 5.1a). Conductance measurements are then performed by repeatedly driving the tip into and out of contact with the substrate; upon retracting the tip, the gold junction is thinned down to a single-atom contact, which subsequently ruptures and yields a sub-nanometer gap between two atomically sharp electrodes. When this process is repeated in the presence of molecules that are terminated with gold-binding groups, a single-molecule can bridge the gap and the conductance of the metal-molecule-metal junction can then be measured.
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Figure 5.1:  

(a) Schematic of molecular junction form with an insulated STM tip in an ionic environment. Molecular structures of 4,4-bipyridine (1) and 4,4-p-diaminoterphenyl (2). (b) Logarithmically binned histograms for 1 measured in propylene carbonate at -0.5V and 0.5V (tip relative to substrate). A clear difference in conductance for both LG and HG conductance features is observed, with higher conductances measured at the negative bias polarity. Inset are histograms measured at the same biases in phenyl octane; no difference in conductance is observed. (c) Same measurements performed in (b), but using molecule 2. Again, in propylene carbonate different conductances are measured at the two polarities, but in phenyl octane (inset), the same conductances are observed. For this molecule, however, the higher conductance occurs at the positive tip polarity.

We first measure the conductance of 4,4-bipyridine (1) and 4,4-p-diaminoterphenyl (2) under these conditions. Both are obtained from commercial sources (Sigma Aldrich and Alfa Aesar for 1 and 2, respectively) and used without further purification. Measurements are compiled into logarithmically binned conductance histograms, which show peaks at molecule specific values. In Figure 5.1b, we show two histograms for 1 obtained when the tip is biased at +0.5V and -0.5V relative to the substrate. In both histograms, two conductance peaks are seen, which have been attributed to two distinct binding geometries for the molecule. The lower conductance (LG) corresponds to a fully elongated junction where the molecule is bound vertically between the Au electrodes through Au-N donor-acceptor bonds. The higher conductance (HG) corresponds to a tilted junction where there is an additional pi-coupling between the pyridine rings and the Au electrodes. For both junction geometries, there is a clear dependence on the conductance peak position with bias polarity, with a higher conductance observed at a negative applied bias. Such a
bias polarity-dependent conductance is only observed in the polar solvent. Measurements performed in 1-octylbenzene at +/-0.5V show no shift in the conductance peaks (see inset of Figure 5.1b). In Figure 5.1c, we show conductance histograms for 2 measured at +/- 0.5 V. We again see a clear shift in the conductance histogram peaks with bias polarity. We note that the conductance histogram for molecule 2 at +0.5 V in PC also displays a distinct double peak feature. Here, we attribute the second peak to a junction with two molecules in parallel as the higher conductance is almost exactly twice the lower one. Conductance histograms in PC are significantly narrower than their 1-octylbenzene counterparts, enabling the multi-molecule junctions to be resolved more clearly. For both one- and two-molecule junctions, the measured conductance is higher when the tip is biased positively relative to the substrate. Interestingly, the formation rate of two-molecule junctions (and indeed even of one molecule junctions) is greatly diminished at -0.5V. Again, this in contrast to measurements performed in 1-octylbenzene (inset Fig. 5.1c, which do not show any dependence on bias polarity.

5.2.2 Extracting the Transmission Function

We find that the bias polarity dependent conductance values that we have measured are in accord with our previous work [183] where we have shown that the conductance of a molecular junction, even one containing a symmetric molecule, in an ionic environment with electrodes of considerably different areas is dependent on both the magnitude and polarity of the applied bias. This occurs because of the formation of double layers at the solution/electrode interfaces. [64] The disparity in areas of the two electrodes yields a much denser double layer at the tip, which has a much smaller area exposed to the solvent. This dense double layer causes a bias polarity-dependent shift of the molecular junction resonance energy, leading to rectification. Considering a Landauer-like expression for current, and assuming coherent off-resonant tunneling through the junction and zero temperature, we have [55],

$$I = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int_{-eV/2}^{eV/2} T(E)dE$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)$$

where \(e\) is the fundamental unit of charge, \(h\) is Planck’s constant, \(V\) is the applied voltage and
$T(E)$ is the energy-dependent $(E)$ transmission function for the junction. When the junction transmission is dominated by a single level that is equally coupled to both electrodes, $T(E)$ can be expressed as a Lorentzian of the form:

$$T(E) = \frac{\Gamma^2/4}{(E - \epsilon)^2 + \Gamma^2/4}$$

where $\epsilon$ is the position of dominant conducting orbital relative to the metal Fermi level and $\Gamma$ the coupling of the molecular orbital to the electrodes. The bias-dependent environmental asymmetry can then be modeled by replacing the resonance energy $\epsilon$ in equation (5.2) with $(\epsilon + \alpha eV)$, where the parameter $\alpha$ describes the impact of the applied voltage on the resonance position, similar to that of a first-order Stark shift coefficient. With the strong asymmetry in the double layer density,(due to the large area mismatch between the tip and substrate) we find that $\alpha=0.5$ in our measurements [183]. Within this picture, when the tip is biased negatively (positively) relative to the substrate, the molecular orbitals shift down (up) relative to $E_F$ (i.e. the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO (HOMO), nears $E_F$ while HOMO (LUMO) moves further from $E_F$). We thus expect the conductance of a LUMO-dominated molecule, such as 1, to increase as the tip becomes more negatively biased relative to the substrate, while we would expect the conductance of a HOMO-dominated molecule, such as 2, to increase as the tip becomes more positively biased relative to the substrate.

We now take conductance measurements for 1 and 2 at tip bias voltages in intervals of 100mV (from -700mV to 500mV for 1 and from -500mV to 700mV for 2, see conductance histograms in the Supplementary Information, SI, Fig. 5.5 and 5.6). We plot the peak conductance values versus applied voltage for the two molecules in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b. Negative biases yields higher conductance for 1 while positive biases yields higher conductance for 2. From these measurements, we extract transmission values for the two molecules as a function of energy. We stress that the measured changes in conductance are due to measurements considering different regions of the transmission function, and that the extracted transmission values are not based on assuming a functional form for this transmission function. By making a change of variable (from $E$ to $E' = E + eV/2$) and using $\alpha=0.5$, equation (5.1) can be expressed as,
\[ I = \frac{2e^2}{h} \int_0^{eV} T(E' - eV/2) dE' \] (5.3)

Physically, the bias window is still opening symmetrically around \( E_F \) however, the mathematical formulation of equation (5.3) allows for the straightforward extraction of transmission function for a molecular junction as long as the transmission function does not change with applied bias. By performing measurements at regular intervals we can determine the current, and hence the transmission probability, for sufficiently small energy interval along the transmission function:

\[ \frac{G(V_2) - G(V_1)}{V_2 - V_1} \approx T\left(\frac{E_2' + E_1'}{2}\right) \] (5.4)

Using the conductance versus voltage data in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b, coupled with equation (5.4), we plot the extracted transmission values for molecules 1 and 2 in Figures 5.2c and 5.2d. We compare our extracted transmission values with previously calculated DFT+\( \Sigma \) transmission functions from reference [18]. In Figure 5.2c, we overlay our transmission values with calculated transmission functions for both HG and LG geometries of molecule 1, and find that the experimentally determined transmission values are slightly greater than the calculated transmission functions. For this system, it is also possible to approximate the transmission as a single-Lorentzian. [9, 18] When fitting the experimental data, the fitting parameters are also in good agreement with the values obtained from other methods. In Figure 5.2d, we overlay a calculated transmission function from reference [136] for molecule 2; we again find excellent agreement between the measured transmission and the calculated function values. For two-molecule junctions, we divide the measured transmission values by 2 (accounting for two molecules in parallel, and assuming no cooperative effects) [184], and overlay these values on the one-molecule transmission data. Again, we find that the extracted transmission values are only slightly higher than the calculated transmission function. We also note that for molecule 2, transmission cannot be approximated using a single-Lorentzian because of the presence of Au d-states at around -1.8 eV. [136]
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Figure 5.2: Extracting transmission for 4,4'-bipyridine and 4,4''-p-diaminoterphenyl. (a) Peak conductance value versus applied voltage (tip relative to substrate) for low and high conductance states (LG and HG) for molecule 1. The conductance increases with increasingly negative bias, indicating LUMO-dominated transport. (b) Peak conductance value versus applied voltage for molecule 2. Here, the conductance increases with increasingly positive bias, indicating HOMO-dominated transport. (c) Extracted transmission values for high and low conductance features (HG and LG, markers) for 1 along with DFT+Σ calculated transmission functions (adapted from reference [18]) for the two binding geometries. (d) Extracted transmission values for one- and two-molecule junctions for 2 overlay a DFT+Σ calculated transmission function adapted from reference [136]. It can be seen that there is good agreement between calculated and measured values.
5.2.3 Molecular Junctions near Resonance

Next, we can examine systems that have resonances located substantially closer to $E_F$ than molecules 1 and 2. For this, we turn to transport measurements on two small-gap thiophene-containing oligomers. Molecule 3 is composed of four thiophene dioxide (TDO) units flanked on either side by methyl-sulfide bearing thiophenes, while molecule 4 consists of a 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene (EDOT) unit flanked by two thiophenes with the terminal thiophenes containing the gold-binding methyl sulfides (structures are inset in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b). We again perform conductance measurements at regular voltage intervals, and plot the resulting conductance values in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b (full conductance histograms can be found in the SI, Fig. 5.7 and 5.8). Examining the conductance behavior at different applied biases, we find that 3 has transport dominated by LUMO while 4 has transport dominated by HOMO. We further find that we are unable to form molecular junctions for molecule 3 when the voltage exceeds -0.4V, while for molecule 4, when the voltage exceeds 0.8V, we find that the conductance begins to decrease with increasing bias.

In Figures 5.3c and 5.3d, we show transmission values extracted from the bias-dependent conductance values for 3 and 4, respectively. Assuming a single-Lorentzian form for transmission, we find that 3 has a LUMO that is located only 0.42eV from $E_F$, while 4 has a HOMO that is located 0.75eV from $E_F$. This approximation has been shown to be reasonable for 3 [134, 183]. Given the high-lying HOMO of 4, this approximation may also be reasonable since the HOMO will be much closer to $E_F$ than the Au d-states at -1.8eV. As these $\epsilon$ values are well within our accessible source-drain bias range, we should be able to investigate resonant transport through molecules 3 and 4. Interestingly, however, while molecule 3 no longer forms junctions when the applied voltage exceeds the estimated resonance position, molecule 4 continues to form junctions. We do note, however, that we clearly observe a decrease in the measured conductance as the applied bias exceeds +0.8V; we hypothesize that this decrease in conductance may be indicative of opening the bias window through a molecular resonance.
To further investigate the impact of the applied bias on the current across these junctions, we carry out current-voltage (IV) measurements on 3 and 4. These are performed using a slightly modified break-junction procedure: the tip and substrate are pulled apart for 200ms at a speed of 16 nm/s, after which the tip-substrate distance is kept constant for 150ms. During this time, a voltage ramp is applied to the junction. The junction is
then pulled apart and broken. Since we are only interested in the behavior of the junction as the bias window approaches a molecular resonance, we only apply a negative voltage ramp for 3 (from 0V to -0.65V) and a positive voltage ramp for 4 (from 0 to 1.6V). We perform thousands of such measurements for each molecule, and analyze the IV data for junctions that start at a conductance that is representative of a molecular junction for the given molecule. Selected traces are then compiled into two-dimensional current vs. voltage histograms in Figure 5.4a and 5.4b for 3 and 4, respectively. We also overlay an averaged current vs voltage trace that is determined by fitting a Gaussian function to each vertical line slice of the two dimensional histogram and plotting its peak value.

From these histograms, it is apparent that junctions with 3 rupture soon after the
bias window exceeds the estimated molecular resonance (Fig. 5.4a). A white dashed line is overlaid on the histogram to indicate the position of LUMO estimated from our transmission fit. When the applied bias exceeds this value, it can be seen that the measured current drops to instrumental noise. For molecule 4, junctions persist even after the bias window exceeds the resonance position (again, indicated by a dashed white line). Indeed, for 4, we find that the measured current begins to decrease as the bias window has exceeded the molecular resonance (Fig. 5.4b). In either case, as the molecular resonance enters the window between the chemical potentials of the two electrodes, substantial charging of the molecule occurs.

For 3, as the LUMO enters the bias window, it becomes partially occupied, leading to net negative charge on the molecule. For 4, as the HOMO enters the bias window, it becomes partially unoccupied, yielding a net positive charge on the molecule. Since the orbitals responsible for transport become partially charged, one needs to consider the impact of electron-electron interactions on transport through these junctions. Given the size of these molecules, we estimate that the electrostatic charging energy is larger than the electronic coupling. From our single-Lorentzian fits, we find that $\Gamma \approx 5.3\text{meV}$ for 3 and $\Gamma \approx 12.8\text{meV}$ for 4. We can estimate the charging energy, $U$, by first crudely approximating each molecule as a metal sphere with a radius equal to the length of the molecule. Then, the charging energy is equivalent to

$$U = \frac{e^2}{4\pi\epsilon_0 R}$$

where $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of free space and $R$ is the length of the molecule. These $U$ values are on the order of 1eV for 3 and 4. Screening due to the leads in the junction will substantially reduce these values, but it is likely that $U$ will still be larger than $\Gamma$.

The above discussion would imply that Coulomb blockade effects should be important, modifying the transmission function of the junction to one that includes the charging energy $U$. In this case, the transmission function consists of two resonances peaked at $e^2/h$ separated by a charging energy $U$. We would thus still expect an increase in current with bias voltage as we cross the first resonance and enter the blockaded region. However, this clearly is not what we observe in here. For 3, we hypothesize that charging the molecule is responsible for rupturing the junction, perhaps because of strongly repulsive electrostatic
forces. For 4, we find that the conductance decrease beyond the first resonance, which is at odds with the expected behavior for a transmission function with a bias independent line shape. We thus concluded that for 4, the shape of the transmission must be altered as the bias is increased, leading to the experimentally measured trend.

5.3 Conclusions

We have presented a new, experimentally simple method for investigating the transmission function of a single-molecule junction. In addition to its simplicity, this method provides access to a large energetic region of the junction transmission function; in principle, this energy range should only be limited by the oxidation and reduction potentials of the solvent/electrode system with which the measurements are performed. This technique provides direct access to the transmission function, circumventing the need to \textit{a priori} assume a functional form for transmission as has been done with thermopower measurements, AC measurements, and IV-fitting techniques. Given the control our method provides over level-alignment in the molecular junction, we are also able to drive charge transport into the resonant regime in junctions containing molecules with favorable initial level alignment. This opens up the exciting possibility to study transport phenomena associated with charged molecular conductors.
5.4 Supplementary Information

5.4.1 All Conductance Histograms

![Conductance Histograms for different voltages:-700mV, -600mV, -500mV, -400mV, -300mV, -200mV]
Figure 5.5: Conductance histograms for 1. All logarithmically binned conductance histograms for molecule 1 at biases ranging from -700mV to 500mV in intervals of 100mV.
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![Graphs showing conductance (G₀) vs. counts/trace for different voltages (100mV to 600mV).](Image)
Figure 5.6: Conductance histograms for 2. All logarithmically binned conductance histograms for molecule 2 at biases ranging from -600mV to 700mV in intervals of 100mV.
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\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{experimental_data.png}
\end{figure}

-400mV, -350mV, -300mV, -250mV, -200mV, -150mV
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![Graphs showing conductance vs. counts/trace for different voltages: -100mV, -50mV, 100mV, 200mV, 300mV, 400mV.](image-url)
Figure 5.7: Conductance histograms for 3. All logarithmically binned conductance histograms for molecule 3 at biases ranging from -400 mV to 900 mV.
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[Graphs showing conductance as a function of voltage for different voltages (-600mV, -500mV, -400mV, -300mV, -200mV, -100mV)]
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Figure 5.8: Conductance histograms for 4. All logarithmically binned conductance histograms for molecule 4 at biases ranging from -600mV to 900mV in intervals of 100mV.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Outlook

6.1 Summary

This thesis has presented experimental studies detailing the manipulation of charge transport through a single-molecule junction by electrochemically controlling the junction’s electrostatic environment. Through this work, we have shown the first gating of a non-redox active small-molecule junction, and have developed a novel method for creating a single-molecule diode. We have further been able to experimentally evaluate energy level alignment at metal-molecule interfaces, and have been able to probe large (2 eV) regions of the transmission function which governs charge transport through the molecular junction; this has offered further insight into electronic structure of nanoscale devices.

We began by investigating two families of thiophene-based molecules with the intention of understanding how commonly used molecules in organic electronic devices conduct at the single-molecule level. We discovered that oligothiophenes are surprisingly poor candidates for single-molecule devices due to unfavorable conformational effects arising from their aromaticity and 5-fold symmetry. We found that a better class of molecules for single-molecule devices can be developed by oxidizing the thiophene unit, creating a thiophene dioxide unit. In studying these oxidized counterparts, we found an interesting family of molecules with high conductances, narrow conductance distributions, a shallow conductance decay with molecular length, and very narrow HOMO-LUMO gaps.

We next demonstrated gating functionality with the scanning tunneling microscope
break junction technique by incorporating a third electrode in an electrolytic solution. As ions in solution form compact double layers against charged metal electrodes, an applied voltage to the third electrode can be used to efficiently gate a single-molecule junction by altering the double layer density at the source and drain electrodes. We have shown the continuous modulation of the conductance of non-redox active molecules, and have shown that we can use this data to map the junction transmission function.

Removing the gate electrode and performing transport measurements in an electrolytic solution with source and drain electrodes of considerably different areas, we also found that we can induce rectification in otherwise symmetric molecular junctions. Due to the dissimilar areas of the electrodes, the double layer at the electrode with the smaller surface area is considerably denser, and therefore any applied bias preferentially impacts this electrode. This technique has general applications and results in current rectification in any molecular junction with a transmission function which is asymmetric about $E_F$. Coupling this technique with the small-gap oligothiophene dioxides, we created single-molecule diodes with the highest reported rectification ratios to date. We have found that this method provides a simple alternative to 3-electrode measurements for quantitatively investigating single-molecule junction transmission functions. Furthermore, this technique has allowed us to begin studying resonant transport, i.e. transport when a molecular orbital falls within the bias window, in molecular junctions.

6.2 Future Directions

While we have developed several methods for controlling the electrostatic environment surrounding a single-molecule junction, improvements can still be made. Gating measurements would greatly benefit from being performed with true electrochemical potential control. This would be accomplished by using a bipotentiostat, enabling accurate and independent control of the potentials of the tip and substrate electrodes relative to a reference electrode. The use of a bipotentiostat would enable complete control over the gating efficiency, and would provide no ambiguity in how much of the gate voltage impacted metal-molecule level alignment. Furthermore, utilizing a true reference electrode would allow for a more direct
comparison between orbital alignments determined via electrochemical measurements and via break junction measurements.

Measurements would also benefit from improvements to the tip insulation process. While Apiezon wax has worked well for the measurements presented here, its use is limited as it is readily dissolved by many polar organic solvents. This has restricted us to a narrow range of solvents, and having access to a greater variety would be beneficial. Furthermore, developing a method to enable more control over the electrode areas exposed to solution would allow us to further reduce background currents and enable measurements of lower conducting molecules.

With the approaches developed in this thesis, there are multiple directions for future studies. Being able to control the electrochemical potentials of the source and drain electrodes will allow for charge transport through charged single-molecule junctions to be studied. This charging can potentially happen in one of two ways. Molecules may possess orbitals which are decoupled to the leads, but which are energetically available to accept or donate a charge with gating. For this class of redox active molecules, we can hope to study the influence of an additional charge localized on the molecular backbone. Sometimes, redox events lead to drastic structural changes in the molecular backbone, allowing for the possibility of electrochemically enabled single-molecule switches. Alternatively, resonant charge transport can be studied in molecules which have a molecular orbital that is aligned near \( E_F \) and couples to the leads. Indeed, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, we have begun to investigate these types of systems and found several unexpected physical phenomena. Molecules which exhibit quantum interference effects (which suppress current and manifest as anti-resonances in transmission functions) may make interesting candidates for single-molecule diodes and transistors.
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